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Introduction

The Commission on September 11, 1984 took review of the following

issues: (1) whether further hearings are warranted on the three issues

which the Appeal Board in ALAB-772, 19 NRC 1193 (1984), remanded to the

Licensing Board;l (2) whether the Appeal Board in ALAB-772 had the legal

authority to require as a condition of restart that Charles Husted, who

was not a party to the proceeding, "have no supervisory responsibilities,

insofar as the training of non-licensed personnel is concerned";

(3)whetherinlightofrecentdevelopmentstherecordstillneedstobe

1Those three issues were the adequacy of licensee's training
program, the truthfulness of a May 9,1979 telegram that Herman
Dieckamp, General Public Utilities (GPU) President, sent to Congressman
Udall, and leak rate test practices at Three Mile Island, Unit 1
(TMI-1).
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reopened to consider leak rate falsifications at Three Mile Island,

Unit 2 (TMI-2) (the "Hartman allegations"), as directed by the Appeal

Board in ALAB-738, 18 NRC 177 (1983), and, .if not, whether there should

i~ be a. hearing on the Hartman allegations separate from the restart

j proceeding in order to allow the matter to be fully aired;2 and

'(4)whetheranyoftheinformationaddressedinNUREG-0680,' Supplement

No. 5, "An Evaluation of the Licensee's Management Integrity as -it. .

Affects Restart of Three Mile Island Nuclear Station Unit 1, Docket

50-289" (July 1984) ("Supp. No. 5"), requires further reopening of the

record. CLI-84-18, 20 NRC 808.

The Commission specified that the parties should apply the tradi-
,

L
'

tional standards for reopening a record in comenting on whether any new

information requires reopening.3 The Comission also directed the

parties, if they believed further hearings were required, to address

2
| The falsifications at TMI-2 occurred when Metropolitan Edison

Company (Met. Ed.) operated the TMI facility. As a result of a
.

corporate reorganization subsequent to the accident, General Public
! Utilities Nuclear Corp. replaced Met. Ed. as licensee. Hence both
' companies will be referenced in the discussion of the Hartman.

allegations.
3The traditional standards for reopenin a record to consider new

information are: (1) Is the motion timely; 2)doesitaddress
significant safety (or environmental) issues; and (3) might a different
result have been reached had the newly proffered material been-

,

| considered initially. Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant Units 1 and 2), ALAB-598,11 NRC 876, 879 (1980).

I
! UCS asserted that the traditional standards for reopening did not-

apply where the Appeal Board reopened because of an inadequate record.
The Comission agrees, and, accordingly, in CLI-84-18 directed the;

' parties to apply the traditional standards for reopening only on new
| information.

I
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what_the scope.of those hearings should be, and to " designate the

-specified disputed issues of. fact material to a restart decision by the

Commission on which further evidence must be produced and ... provide

their.most substantial factual and technical bases for their position on

! ~each such issue." CLI-84-18, 20 NRC 808, 809 (1984).4

The Comonwealth of Pennsylvania, the Union of Concerned Scientists-

.(UCS) Three Mile Island Alert (TMIA), the Aamodts, General Public

; .

Utilities: Nuclear (licensee or GPUN), and the NRC staff submitted briefs

in response to the Commission's order. The Commonwealth, UCS, TMIA and
!

the Aamodts-argued that further hearings were required on specific

I matters.5 The NRC staff maintained that no further hearings were

required, although "it may be in the public interest for the Commission,

as a' matter of discretion, to allow the Licensing Board to conduct a

hearing on the training issue which was remanded by the Appeal Board in

| ALA8-772...." Licensee opposed any further hearings.

*

,

4The-Commission also finds the UCS arguments that the Commission
improperly took review and imposed an improper standard on the parties
to be without merit. Clearly the Commission has the authority to decide
the issues'to be adjudicated in this special proceeding. Just as
clearly the Commission can require the parties to put forward their best
case in order to justify further hearings. This does not amount, as UCS
claims, to an adjudication on the merits, but rather to an attempt
fairly to judge whether further hearings should be held.

'

5
.

TMIA also argued that "the premise behind the Commission order is
~fundamentallyinerr"[ sic],because"theseissuescannot[ sic]be-

L

l compartmentalized into discreet items as the Comission order presumes."'
b TMIA Comments at .1, 2. The Commission disagrees with TMIA's assertion..

Whether there was one or many past _ improper acts, the issue today is
whether adequate remedial steps have been taken to provide reasonable -
assurance that the plant can be operated safely. . Any improper acts
would need to be considered in the aggregate only if they still posed a
current significant safety concern.

.
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Before discussing the merits of the issues, some mention of the

quality of the parties' responses-is in order. The NRC staff ignored

questions specifically put to it in-the Comission's order. Of the

intervenors, only_ UCS made any attempt to comply both with the Commis-

sion's order to apply the traditional standard for reopening and to

-specify the disputed issues of material fact warranting a hearing.6 The

coments filed by the Comonwealth and the Aamodts were so deficient in

| this regard that they were of little value to the Comission. TMIA set

out its view of the facts (largely through incorporating its October 1,
|
' 1984 petition under 10 CFR 2.206) without any discussion of whether the

' standards for reopening had been met, thus eliminating in large part the

usefulness of its coments.

The Comission will not tolerate such clear disregard for its

orders in the future. The Commission will take appropriate a'ction

should the staff again engage in such flagrant disregard of its responsi-

bilities to the Comission. With regard to the other parties, nonrespon-

sive pleadings may be rejected, and parties which consistently ignore

Comission directives may be found to be in default. Statement of

Policy on Conduct of Licensing Proceedings, 13 NRC 452, 454 (1982).

0However, a response to two UCS comments is in order. UCS asserted
in its filing that the Commission has ignored earlier filings by the
parties, and that the Commission had earlier determined that management
integrity issues can be separated from a restart decision. Both
assertions are erroneous. The Comission has considered each set of
coments as they are filed. The only Comission decision on management
integrity was that'certain-investigations did not have to be completed
prior to a restart decision because they did~not raise significant
enough concerns to warrant delaying a decision. The Comission .has

[FootnoteContinued]

, . . . . .. .
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N-With regard to t e merits of the issues before it, the evidentiary

hearings on the training.and Dieckamp mailgram issues have been completed,

and the Licensing Board should issue its' decisions on those issues.
> >

After considering the other issues raised by the parties, the Comission

finds that no further hearings are warranted in the restart proceeding.

- However, the Comission has decided to institute a new proceeding to

consider what action to take concerning those individuals possibly

involved in the TMI-2 leak rate falsifications, except for those indi-
w

vid'uals who were ' identified as not involved by the statement of the </

United States Attorney at the sentencing hearing of Metropolitan Edison

Company, or those already reviewed and found not to be implicated by the
' '

NRC's Office of Investigations (01) in its TMI-1 leak rate investiga' tion.'

In addition, the Comission has decided that.Hu.sted should be given an
,. 'z

opportunity to request a hearing on' the Appeal doard's hondition regard-
'

ing his employment. ''

The Comission will discuss below whether each individual issue

raised warrants reopening. Before turning to the issues before it,

however, the Comission wishes to note at the outset that in this order

it is expressing no view on whether the reopened proceedings must be

completed prior to a decision whether to lift the imediate effectiveness

/.1 i'
'

',.(

[FootnoteContinued]
never stated that the issue of management integrity can be separated
from a restart decision.

,
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of the 1979 shutdown orders. The Commission will be addressing this

issue separately in the immediate future.

s

I. Training and Dieckamp Mailgram Issues

A. Background

The Appeal Board in ALAB-772 found the evidentiary record inadequate

in two areas. The first concerned the adequacy of licensee's licensed

operator training program. The Appeal Board found that the Licensing

Board in its Third Partial Initial Decision failed to give adequate

consideration to the effect of the so-called " cheating incidents" on the

Licensing Board's earlier favorable conclusions regarding licensee's

training program. The Appeal Board, noting its view that the generally-

positive testimony given by the Operator Accelerated Retraining Program

(0ARP) Review Committee and licensee's other independent consultants

"was of. decisional significance to the Board's initial, equally positive

judgment on licensee's training program," remanded to the Licensing

Board to hear from the 0ARP Review Committee again, this time taking

into account the impact of the cheating incidents. The Appeal Board

noted that by requiring additional hearings it was "further prolonging a

proceeding that appears to have no end." The Appeal Board found,

however, that.a further hearing was required in order to " decide the

pivotal issue of the adequacy of training at TMI-1...." 19 NRC at

1236-37.
.

.
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The second remanded issue involved a May 9. 1979 mailgram from
.

Herman Dieckamp, GPU President, to Congressman Udall and to Commissioner

Gilinsky. The mailgram stated "there is no evidence that anyone inter-

preted the ' Pressure Spike' and the spray initiation in terms of reactor

core damage at the time of the spike nor that anyone withheld any

information."7 There are conflicting statements as to how several

employees interpreted the spike at the time it occurred, and licensee k
'

did not report the spike until a day or two after it occurred.

Although no party pursued this matter, the Appeal Board held that

the Licensing Board, which had decided not to pursue che matter beyond

relying on staff's investigation, should have pursued the matter on its

own. The Appeal Board found that Dieckamp "is still a high level

' presence' at GPU Nuclear," and that it is important not to leave this

matter " dangling." 19 NRC at 1267-68.

B. Parties' Comments

The Comonwealth, TMIA, UCS and the Aamodts all argued that the

record should be reopened on the adequacy of licensee's operator training

program. TMIA also argued that hearings are warranted on the Dieckamp

mailgram issue. Licensee opposed hearings en both issues. The NRC

staff maintained that hearings are not required on either issue, but it
t

7The " pressure spike" refers to the sudden increase in containment
pressure during the accident from about 3 to 28 psig, followed by a
rapid decrease to 4 psig. The spike was due to the burning or. explosion
of hydrogen, which can be symptomatic of core damage.

t-- - - - -

. -
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might be in the public interest for the Comission, as a matter of

f discretion, to allow the Licensing Board to conduct a hearing on the

|
training issue.

C. Analysis

The restart proceeding, which is being held in response to the

TMI-2 accident, is perhaps unique in the degree to which it has examined

licensee's fitness, and in the degree of public interest in its outcome.

More importantly, the evidentiary hearings on these two issues have been

completed, and the parties are currently preparing proposed findings of

fact and conclusions of law.

The Comission has determined that it will as a matter of policy

allow the Licensing Board to render a decision on these two issues. The

training issue is one of the central issues in the proceeding, and the

Comission believ(s that the matters raised by the Appeal Board concern-

ing the adequacy of the training program should be addressed by the

Licensing Board. With regard to the Dieckamp mailgram, Dieckamp retains

a high-level position within licensee's parent organization, and the

Comission has decided that any lingering questions on this issue also

should be addressed by the Licensing Board.

The Comission emphasizes, however, that its decision is based on

public policy considerations, including the public policy value in

having these issues ventilated in a forum accessible to the public and.

the fact that the evidentiary hearings on these two issues have been

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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completed. The Commission accordingly need not decide whether these

hearings are legally required.

Finally, the Commission notes with aporoval the Licensing Board's

decision to complete the hearings on the training and Dieckamp mailgram

issues before beginning formal discovery on leak rate falsification

issues. The Commission, finding that the training issue is more signif-

icant than the mailgram issue, directs the Board to give priority

attention to the training issue, and to issue a decision on the training

issue first, if working on the mailgram issue would delay issuance of

the training decision. If the Board is able to give the Commission its

ultimate conclusion on the training issue rnd the essence of its support-

ing rationale at any appreciable time (n, a week or more) before its

complete partial initial decision on the issue, the Commission requests-

the Board to do so.

II. TMI-2 Leak Rate Testing Practices

A. Background

liarold Hartman, a control room operator at TMI-2 prior to the

accident, alleged that leak rate tests, which were used to assess

whether primary system leakage surpassed . technical specification limits,

were purposely manipulated and records of such tests falsified or

destroyed at TMI-2 prior to the at.cident to cover up the fact that over

an extended period of time the results of the tests exceeded technical
-
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specification limits.8 Hartman specifically alleged that shift supervi-

sion was aware of such improper conduct.9 After a preliminary investi-

gation into these allegations, the NRC in April 1980 referred the matter

to the Department of Justice (D0J) for criminal investigation and halted |
)

its own investigation, i
|

The only evidence relating to the Hartman allegations which was.

provided to the Licensing Board was contained in two supplementary

. safety evaluation reports prepared by the NRC staff. Both referenced

the Hartman allegations, noting that D0J was investigating the matter

and that the NRC inquiry had been suspended.10

8The technical specifications at TMI-1 and -2 establish a maximum
rate of one gallon per minute (gpm) for unidentified leakage from the
reactor coolant system. Tests to measure leakage must be taken at set
intervals and, if the specified rate is exceeded and cannot be limited
within four hours, the plant must be shut down.

9Hartman alleged other violations of regulatory requirements
besides TMI-2 leak rate falsification. For instance, he alleged that
during a startup a rate inhibit alarm was received, but the Shift
Supervisor directed actions in violation of procedures. He also
alleged, among other things, that a request to shut down TMI-2 for
reactor coolant system leakage repairs was denied. These matters were
not addressed by the Appeal Board in ALAB-738. ~See note 16, infra.

10NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 1 stated that the allegations regarding
falsification of leak rate data at TMI-2 were being investigated by the
Justice Department, and that "[t]he allegations raised concerns
regarding the principles of compliance with operating procedures and
management philosophy and actions.... We can draw no conclusion on this
item pending the completion of the ... investigation []." Supp. No. 2
stated " completion of the investigation could turn up information which
is related to past management practices," and that the NRC would-resume
its investigation after D0J completed its investigation. Supp. No. 2
concluded that "on the basis of information thus far obtained ... there
appears to be no direct connection with the Unit 2 accident."

. __ . __ .__ _ __
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The Licensing Board in its First Partial Initial Decision, covering

the management issues, noted the limited information on the matter, and

stated that "[s]ubject to [the 00J investigation] ... we find no defi-

ciencies in the corporate or plant management ... that have not been

corrected and which must be corrected before there is reasonable assur-

ance that Unit I can be operated safely." 14 NRC 381, 557.

After Hartman testified in the GPU v. Babcock and Wilcox (B&W)

litigation,11 the Aamodts and TMIA requested the Appeal Board to reopen

the record on the Hartman allegations. In ALAB-738 the Appeal Board

ordered the record reopened and referred the allegations to the Licensing

Board for further hearings. 18 NRC 177 (1983). The Appeal Board,

noting that the matter had lain dormant until revived by an examination

by the B&W trial record, held that the Hartman allegations raised

significant safety issues. The Appeal Board stated that alleged viola-

tions-of technical specifications, noncompliance with proper operating

procedures, and destruction and falsification of records at Unit 2

before the TMI-2 accident -- all assertedly under the auspices of at

least first level management -- had serious implications for any proposed

!

11GPU sued B&W in the United States District Court for the Southern
District of New York (80 Civ. 1683(RO)), claiming that B&W should be

- held liable for causing the TMI-2 accident. That lawsuit was settled
after nearly three months of trial. Much of the information developed
in that trial appeared to relate to licensee's management competence and
integrity, and hence appeared relevant to the restart proceeding.
Accordingly, the Commission directed the NRC staff to review the trial
material, and provided the parties to the restart proceeding an
opportunity.to comment both on the material and on staff's review,
NUREG-1020, "GPU v. B&W Lawsuit Review and its Effect on TMI-1"
(September 19337
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restart of Unit 1. The Appeal Board also noted that the Hartman allega-

tions fell within the scope of issues that the Comission directed be

resolved through the hearing process, and that it could not make a final

judgment on licensee's management competence and integrity without

developing a record on the Hartman allegations.12

In response to various.then-unresolved issues, including the

Hartman allegations, licensee on June 10, 1983 comitted to several

organizational changes. Licensee comitted to reassign personnel, with

the exception of the Manager of Caerations, Michael Ross, such that no

individual licensed to operate TMI-2 prior to the accident kould work in

:an operational position at TMI-1. Licensee also comitted to place

degreed engineers on shift to provide operational quality assurance

coverage on a full-time basis until the open issues were resolved.

Further, licensee stated.that until the open issues were effectively

resolved, it would reassign personnel "such that those functions which

provide an overview assessment, analysis, or audit of plant activities

... will contain only personnel with no pre-accident involvement as

exempt Met Ed employees at THI-1 or 2." Finally, licensee committed to

reallocate the priorities and assignments within the Office of the

Prosident of GPU Nuclear.

12Among the matters the Commission directed the Licensing Board to
examine was "[W]hether the actions of Metropolitan Edison's corporate or
plant management (or any part or individual member thereof) in
connection with the accident at Unit 2 reveal deficiencies in the
corporate or plant management that must be corrected before Unit 1 can.
be operated safely." 11 NRC 408, 409 (1980).

I

s
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On October 7,1983 the Comission took review of whether the

hearing on the Hartman allegations should be stayed until the Comis-
,

sion's Office of Investigations (0I) had completed an investigation it
' h'ad recently started on the Hartman allegations. To preserve the status

quo, the Comission stayed the Appeal Board decision pending receipt and

consideration of the parties' comments. (Unpublished Order of October

[
7,1983.) At the time it issued the order the Comission was concerned

'

that concurrent efforts by OI and the Licensing Board on the Hartman

allegations could involve a duplication of effort and constitut'e a

L possible source of complaint of harassment of witnesses.

After the Comission stayed the hearing, D0J asked the Comission

to stay further agency activity related to the Hartman allegations until

; the then pending criminal trial, United States v. Metropolitan Edison

Company, Crim. No.'83-00188 (M.D. Pa.), which involved the leak rate4

; . practices at TMI-2, had been comp eted. The Comission agreed tol

cooperate with the Department of Justice and suspended the OI investiga-
;

tion.

The Comission held an open meeting on November 28, 1983 to hear

from GPU on its June 10, 1983 management organization proposal and any

subsequent changes.13 gpg $n its presentation stated that its June 10,
-

1983 plan had been implemented, and also comitted to the following

furtner steps. First, GPU would elect three outside directors "with

.13This meeting was held as part of the Comission's. review ofz

whether'to lift the immediate effectiveness of the 1979 Orders which
require that TMI-1 remain.in a shutdown condition.

. ._
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meaningful credentials and demonstrated independence" to the GPU Nuclear

Board of Directors. Second, these new directors would comprise a

Nuclear Safety and Compliance Comittee of the GPU Nuclear Board, which

would employ a staff to monitor the operation and maintenance of the GPU

system nuclear units.14 Third, the Nuclear Safety and Compliance

Comittee would periodically issue reports regarding the operation and

maintenance of the GPU system nuclear units, and those reports would

promptly be provided to the NRC and the public. Fourth, Robert Arnold,

who had been President of GPU Nuclear, was reassigned to non-nuclear

work within the GPU system. Philip Clark, formerly Executive Vice

President, replaced Arnold as President of GPU Nuclear, while E.E. Kintner,

formerly Vice President, became Executive Vice President. Both Clark

and Kintner were elected members of the Board of GPU Nuclear.15

Subsequently, on February 6,1984, GPU Nuclear announced further

changes to its organization. John F. O' Leary, former Deputy Secretary

of the Energy Department and GPU Board member since October 1979, was

elected Chairman of GPU Nuclear. Clark, President and Chief Operating

Officer of oPU Nuclear, was also appointed Chief Executive Officer.

Herman Dieckamp, former Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of GPU

14Licensee notified the Comission on March 15, 1984 that
Messrs. Lawrence L. Humphreys (Chief Executive Officer of UNC Nuclear
Industries), Warren F. Witzig (Chairman, Nuclear Engineering Department, .
Pennsylvania State University), and Robert V. Laney (consultant in
nuclear and energy. project management) had been elected to the GPU
Nuclear Board of Directors, and that they would make up the Nuclear
Safety and Compliance Comittee.

15The Comission heard oral presentations by the other parties on
December 5, 1983 on GPU's proposal.

L
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Nuclear since its inception, remained only as a Director of GPU Nuclear,

although he continued to hold the position of President, Chief Operating

Officer, and a Director of GPU.

Metropolitan Edison Company (" Met. Ed.") entered into a plea

agreement on February 29, 1984 with the United States which ended the

criminal prosecution. Met. Ed. pleaded guilty to one count of the

indictment charging it with failure to establish, implement, and maintain

an accurate and meaningful reactor coolant system water inventory
.

balance procedure to demonstrate that unidentified leakage was within

the allowable limits. It also pleaded no contest to six other counts of

the indictment, including those which charged the comp;iny with improper

manipulation of TMI-2 leak rate tests to generate results that would

fulfill the company's license requirements.

After the settlement, the Comission asked the federal district

court to provide the Comission with the record of the grand jury

proceeding which led to the indictment of Metropolitan Edison. The

court denied the request. United States v. Metropolitan Edison Co.,

Crim. No. 83-00188(M.D.Pa. June 25,1984).

On September 11, 1984, the Comission issued an order lifting the

stay of the hearing. CLI-84-17, 20 NRC 801. Simultaneously, the

Comission sought the views of the parties on whether in light of

changed cirsumstances the record still needed to be reopened on the

Hartman allegations and, if so, what the scope of the hearing should be.

CLI-84-18, 20 NRC 808.
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B. Parties' Coments

The Comanwealth, TMIA, and UCS urged the Comission to allow the

hearings on TMI-2 leak rate practices to be held, while the NRC staff

and the licensee opposed those hearings.

The Comonwealth argued that even though the Hartman allegations

resulted in the criminal conviction of the licensee, further hearings

are warranted because information on past TMI-2 leak rate practices has

not been fully disclosed to the public. The Comonwealth asserted that

without further inquiry it is unable to conclude that no one currently

within TMI-1 management had knowledge of the leak rate falsifications,

and that the question of who within the GPU organization had knowledge

of or participated in the falsification of TMI-2 leak rate tests should
.

be resolved prior to TMI-1 restart.

TMIA agreed with the reasons for hearings .provided by the Appeal

Board in ALAB-738. TMIA also relied extensively on statements made by

the U.S. Attorney for the Middle District of Pennsylvania in recomending

that the court accept the plea bargaining arrangement reached between

the United States and Metropolitan Edison. For example, the U.S. Attorney

told the court that he was prepared to introduce evidence that Metro-

politan Edism had engaged in the practice of falsifying data and

discarding records in order to stay within the leak rate specifications

required under its NRC license.

TMIA argued that, ever since the Hartman allegations surfaced, GPU

has provided dishonest responses regarding the matter and that high

level officials such as William Kuhns, Chairman of the Board of GPU,

Herman Dieckamp, President of General Public Utilities (GPU), Philip

.. . . . .. .. ..
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Clark, President of GPU Nuclear (GPUN), and E.E. Kintner, Executive

Vice-President of GPU Nuclear, and the Board of Directors are directly

responsible for providing less than candid responses. TMIA claimed that

licensee continues to deny and cover up the facts associated with the

falsification scheme, noting that licensee, even though it pled guilty,

told the court that it did not admit any facts which would support a

finding of guilt. Accordingly, TMIA believed that the record should be

reopened so that management responsibility for the data falsification

and the alleged continuing coverup can be examined.

UCS argued that the systematic, widespread and long-standing

falsification of leak rate tests at Unit 2, undertaken to allow the

plant to operate when it should have been shut down for safety reasons,

is a grave indictment of the integrity and competence of the licensee

and constitutes sufficient reason for precluding restart. UCS maintained

that GPUN bears continuing responsibility for these acts.

Like TMIA, UCS believed that GPUN is engaged in a continuing

coverup regarding the matter. UCS stated that GPUN's effort both before

and since the guilty plea has been to disassociate itself from the TMI-2

leak rate falsification by reassigning potentially involved individuals,

and that this reshuffling is a sham. UCS stated that Unit 2 operators

with clear potential direct involvement in leak rate falsification have

been placed in responsible positions important to safety at TMI-1.

UCS stated that GPUN continues to deny that leak rate falsification

took place, and to date has taken no disciplinary action against any

person involved in or responsible for leak rate falsification. UCS

asserted that GPUN is now just beginning a thorough investigation into
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the Hartman allegations, and that GPUN will seek to use every possible

avenue to minimize the problems and to deny rather than correct them.

The Aamodts stated that the Commission cannot rely on 01's investi-

gations and staff's findings. The Aamodts claimed that the NRC staff's

judgment cannot be relied on because staff kept the Hartman allegations

out of the restart proceeding. The Aamodts expressed concern about a

conclusion in 0I's report on TMI-1 leak rate practices that Michael

Ross, Manager of Plant Operations at TMI-1, did not have any knowledge

of leak rate falsification at Unit 2 because he was only on duty a few

hours each month. They believed that the 01 conclusion on Ross was

unreasonable. They stated that Ross testified in the restart proceeding'

that he had frequent interchanges with TMI-2 operators and that he was

in daily contact with the manager of TMI-2. Therefore, the Aamodts

concluded, he must have had knowledge of leak rate practices at TMI-2.

Licensee, on the other hand, saw no need for hearings. Licensee

stated there needs to be resolution of the Hartman allegations because
'

the lack of such resolution prevents it from making full use'of indi-

viduals associated with leak rate testing at TMI-2. It argued, however,

that any further investigations and public proceedings which may grow

out of the need to develop the facts should not be done in the. context

of the TMI-1 restart proceeding.

Licensee noted that it and the NRC were investigating leak rate

testing practices at TMI-2, and that the investigations will provide an

adequate basis for resolving the status of the separated individuals.

Licensee also argued that any hearings should be separate from the

restart proceeding because, pending the outcome of these investigations,
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licensee has agreed that, except for Ross, who has been cleared of

involvement in the leak rate falsifications by the NRC investigators and

the NRC staff, no individual licensed to operate TMI-2 prior to the

accident would operate TMI-1.

Licensee quoted the U.S. Attorney's statement in support of the

plea bargaining agreement in the criminal proceeding that its senior

management had not been found by the U.S. Attorney to have participated

in, directed, condoned or been aware of the facts or omissions that were

the subject of the indictment. Licensee argued that in the absence of

any involvement with the Hartman allegations by current TMI-1 management,

there is no need to reopen the restart hearings on the Hartman allega-

tions.

With respect to the arguments made by TMIA and UCS that licensee

has not admitted that TMI-2 leak rate tests were falsified, licensee

stated that it has not had the basis to admit or deny the allegations of

leak rate falsification because investigation of these allegations has
.

not been completed. Licensee asserted that during the pendency of the

criminal case it was unable to interview those individuals involved in

leak rate testing at TMI-2. Licensee stressed that as soon as the

criminal case was completed it engaged Edwin Stier to conduct an independ-

ent investigation of leak rate practices. Licensee asserted that once

the facts have been gathered, licensee and others will be in a position

to conclude whether leak rate falsification occurred at TMI-2.

With respect to UCS' allegations that no disciplinary action has

been taken against persons involved in or responsible for leak rate

falsification, licensee argued that it is unreasonable to expect licensee

. -- . .
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j to take any action before the full facts have been developed and before
i

j the affected individuals have been given the right to respond and
i

confront individuals speaking against them.

f' The NRC staff in concluding that hearings are not warranted relied |

heavily on the statements by the U.S. Attorney at the sentencing hearing.

Staff believed, based on the statements by the U.S. Attorney, that

l first-line supervision and possibly middle management were directly

involved in leak rate falsification at TMI-2, but that there is no

indication that any of the directors or officers of GPUN from the time

of its organization in 1982 to the date of the indictment, or any of the

directors of Met. Ed. during the period covered by the indictment,

participated in, directed, condoned, or were aware of the facts that led

to the indictment.

In addition, staff asserted that individual operators licensed at

THI-2 prior to the accident who might have been involved in or implicated

in leak rate falsification at TMI-2.are not currently involved in TMI-1

operations. Staff excepted Michael Ross from this category. Staff,

based on the available evidence, concluded that Ross had not engaged in

any wrongdoing.

Staff concluded that although the Hartman allegations raised

significant safety issues and, if considered, might well have led the

Licensing Board to reach a different result with regard to the adequacy

of previous TMI-1 staffing, "the individuals possibly involved in

culpable activities are no longer associated with TMI-1 operations."

Staff Coments at 18. Therefore, in the staff's view there is no

remaining significant' safety issue regarding TMI-1 which would warrant a;

_- _ - - _ _ _ _ - _
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hearing on TMI-2 leak rate practices as part of the TMI-1 restart

proceeding.

C. Analysis

The leak rate falsifications at TMI-2 clearly have a significant

bearing on any evaluation of Met. Ed.'s preaccident performance.

However, the issue before the Commission today is whether, in view of

the changes in licensee's personnel, organizational structure, and

procedures, the TMI-2 leak rate falsifications still meet the standards

for reopening the restart proceeding, i.e., whether they currently raise

a significant safety issue which might have affected the Licensing

Board s dec s on. This determination cannot be based solely on an' ii

examination of the extent of pre-accident wrongdoing and the fact that

the Licensing Board made its original management decision subject to the

Hartman allegations (the factors addressed by the Appeal Board), but

must also consider undisputed events in the past five years which bear.

on whether the prior significance of the falsifications has now been

eliminated, and whether any significant safety issues still remain.I6

To determine whether the Hartman allegations still raise a signifi-

cant safety issue, the Commission must first consider whether the

IOTMIA appears to argue that some of Hartman's other allegations
warrant reopening. See note 9, supra. Those issues, which were fully
explored in NUREG-06 E Supp. No. 5, even if true do not raise current
significant safety concerns because they primarily relate to
pre-accident procedures and individuals no longer employed in
operational positions at TMI-1,

m
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personnel likely responsible for the falsifications under Met. Ed. are

now in responsible management positions at GPU Nuclear or directly

. associated with the operation of TMI-1.17 If the personnel are still

the same,- then there is merit to the argument that there has been a

change only in name, not in substance, and the integrity concerns raised

by the Hartman allegations remain significant. However, if the persons

likely responsible for or involved in the TMI-2 leak rate falsifications

are not assigned to responsible management or operational positions at

TMI-1, then the Hartman allegations no longer raise concerns abcut the

integrity of those who will operate TMI-1. In that event, however, the

Commission further should consider whether the ncw personnel, organiza-

.tional structure, and procedures provide reasonable assurance that

similar procedural violations will not recur.

1. Whether the Personnel Likely Responsible for
the Falsifications Under Met. Ed. are Also,

-/ in Responsible Management Positions at GPU
% Nuclear or Directly Associated With the
f' Operation of TMI-l

There have been significant changes in licensee's personnel since

1979, including many since the record originally closed in 1981.

Metropolitan Edison Co. has been replaced by GPU Nuclear as the licensee

17The Commission does not believe that individuals in other
positions, even if implicated in the Hartman allegations, pose a risk to
the safe operation of the plant. The present system of checks and.
balances and procedural safeguards ensures that no individual in other
positions can adversely affect the plant's operation. See discussion
infra.
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at TMI-1, and GPU Nuclear has a new chairman and revised Board of

Directors, a new Nuclear Safety and Compliance Committee, a new President,

Executive Vice President, Vice President of TMI-1, Chairman of the

General Operations Review Board, and numerous other lower-level

managers.18 In addition, until the Hartman matter is resolved licensee

has comitted not to return any individuals (except Michael Ross)

licensed to operate TMI-2 prior to the accident to operational positions

at TMI-1.19

With these changes in mind, the Comission has reviewed all opera-

tors and supervisors licensed at TMI-2 prior to the accident, and those

managers in the line of comand over operations up to the level of Vice

President of Generation,20 to identify those likely to have had knowledge

of or involvement in the leak rate practices prior to the accident, and

hence who may have condoned or participated in the falsifications. Of

18Philip Clark, GPU Nuclear President, informed the Comission
during oral presentations on August 15, 1984 that of the twelve senior
GPU Nuclear employees, eight had joined the GPU system after the TMI-2
accident, and three of the remaining four had no involvement with Met.
Ed. Of 435 key personnel (including managers, technical / professional
and licensed operators), 235 joined GPU after the accident and another
100 had been employed within the GPU system prior to the accident, but
not with Met. Ed.

19The Comission does not rely on two other comitments by licensee
-- to reassign exempt employees and provide round-the-clock quality-
assurance coverage by degreed engineers -- in its analysis of the
Hartman allegations. With regard to licensee's fourth comitment -- to
expand its Board of Directors and create a Nuclear Safety and Compliance
Comittee -- the Comission infra makes the comitment a condition.

20The Vice President of Generation is the highest position possibly
implicated by the U.S. Attorney's statement at the sentencing hearing.
See NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5 at 5-6.

<
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theseindividuals,onlytwoarecurrentlyemployedinresponsibie

management positions at TMI-1, and only one, Michael Ross, remains in an

operational position.. The other is Brian Mehler, manager of the Radwaste

Department. In addition, the Commission has considered the impact of

the continued presence of William Kuhns, Chairman of GPU, and Herman

Dieckamp, formerly Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Met. Ed. and

now President, Chief Operating Officer and a Director of GPU, and a-

member of the Board of GPU Nuclear.

Michael Ross, the Manager of Operations at TMI-1, is clearly in a

significant safety position. Indeed, the Licensing Board observed that

it "was pleased to have the opportunity to observe Mr. Ross so thoroughly

because he may be the most important person on the THI-1 operating team

as far as the public health and safety is concerned." 14 NRC 381, 438

(1981).21 Recognizing Ross' significance, the Commission directed OI to

examine his involvement at THI-2 when it investigated pre-accident leak

rate practices at THI-1.

OI in its in estigation interviewed Ross and many others under oath
/

regarding his involvement at Unit 2, and reviewed records of his activi-

ties at TMI-2. Those interviewed by OI included shift supervisors who

were licensed on both TMI-1 and -2 prior to the accident, the pre-accident

TMI-2 Supervisor of Operations, previous TMI-1 Plant Superintendents, a

21The Licensing Board went on to note its belief that licensee's
reliance on Ross was justified, and that the Board "was very favorably
impressed by his appearances." 14 NRC at 440. Later allegations that
Ross was involved-in the cheating incidents were determined to be
unfounded. 16 NRC 281, 333, affm'd 19 NRC 1193 (1984).
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former TMI-1 and TMI-2 Shift Foreman, and engineering personnel. The

- evidence developed by OI showed that Ross' role at THI-2 was minimal,

that during the period falsifications took place he was present at TMI-2

only the minimum time necessary to maintain his Unit 2 license,22 and

-that he was not involved in the falsifications:

"During these interviews, particular emphasis was placed on
determining if the . current TMI-1 Operations Supervisor (Michael
Ross) was either aware of or involved in the falsification of
leak. rate surveillance tests at TMI-2. None of these inter-
viewees, though, either alleged or implicated Ross in any
improprieties.at TMI-2 or TMI-1. Additionally, they supported
earlier testimony given by Ross to the NRC that he had only
minimal involvement in TMI-2 operations.

OI Supplemental Report 1-83-028 at 2.

Hence the only evidence even possibly linking Ross with TMI-2 leak

rate falsifications is that he was cross-licensed on TMI-2, and therefore

he could be presumed to have had some knowledge of TMI-2 activities. In

view of OI's conclusions, the Commission finds that the mere fact that

Ross was . cross-licensed does not indicate.that he was aware of the

falsifications. The Commission concludes that it .is highly unlikely

that Ross knew of or was involved in le'ak rate falsifications at TMI-2,

and that his continued presence at TMI-1 does not raise a safety concern.

There is a greater likelihood that Mehler, who was a shift super-

visor at TMI-2 prior to the accident, had knowledge of or was involved

in the falsifications. However, the relevant evidence is circumstantial

22See, e.o. , 01 Supplemental Report 1-83-028, Exhibit 1 at 25;.

Exhibit T at T 24; Exhibit 7 at.6-7, 17; Exhibit 8 at 45; Exhibit 9 at
21; Exhibit 12-at 26.

.
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rather than direct,23 and, in any event, Mehler is now employed in the '

radwaste department, and therefore has no direct involvement in operating

the reactor. The Commission has decided based on available information

that, given the lesser safety significance of his present position, no,

further action regarding Mehler is necessary for TMI-1 to be operated

safely, because retaining him in his present position does not pose a

significant risk to public health and safety, at least for the time

before the separate hearings on this issue can be completed.-

Even though these are the only two individuals of concern currently

in management or operational positions at TMI-1, the Comission must

also address the possible return of other pre-accident TMI-2 operators

- and their supervisors. Licensee has comitted not to return individuals

licensed at TMI-2 prior to the accident to operational positions at

TMI-1.

The Comission has decided to modify licensee's comitment somewhat

to provide added assurance that none of th'ose likely involved in the
I'

TMI-2 falsifications, or who had direct management supervision over

operations, occupy responsible management or operational positions at

TMI-1 without specific Comission approval. To accomplish this, the

Comission will require that no pre-accident TMI-2 operator, shift

supervisor, shift foreman, or any other individual both in the operating

23The Comission agrees with staff's statement in NUREG-0680, Supp.
No. 5 that there is no direct evidence of improper acts by Mehler.
However, the evidence indicates that falsifications were so widespread
that, for purposes of this decision, the Comission will presume that
all regular TMI-2 operators and shift supervisors might have known of
the falsifications. (Ross was not a regular TMI-2 shift supervisor.)

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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crew and on shift for training as a licensed operator at TMI-2 prior to

the accident be employed at TMI-1 in a responsible management or

operational position without specific Comission approval. " Operational

position" as used in this condition includes any position involving

actual operation of the plant, the direction or supervision of operations,

or independent oversight of operations. This condition shall also apply

to the pre-accident Vice President, Generation, TMI-2 Station Manager,

TMI-2 Superintendent, and THI-2 Supervisor of Operations, all of whom

were implicated by the United States Attorney in his Statement of Facts

at the sentencing hearing. See NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5 at 5-4.24

However, as explained supra, this condition shall not apply to Ross, and

the Comission has determined consistent with this condition that Mehler

may continue in his present position. However, Mehler may not be

transferred to another position covered by this condition without prior

Comission approval. As explained infra, the Comission will institute

a separate proceeding which will address the status of any individual

currently employed at or wishing to return to a licensed nuclegr power

facility in an operational or responsible management position. The

condition imposed above will remain in effect until that hearing has

been completed.

24The Comission notes that the NRC staff in NUREG-0680, Supp.
No. 5 stated that certain specified individuals (Zewe and Seelinger)
could not be returned to responsible management positions without staff
approval solely because of their possible involvement in TMI-2 leak rate
falsifications. The Commission finds that these individuals should be
treated the same as others who were in equivalent positions.
Accordingly, their employ is limited only by the above-imposed
condition.
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The Commission has also considered GPU Nuclear's upper management,

of which only William Kuhns and Herman Dieckamp possibly could be held

accountable for the criminal acts at TMI-2. There is currently no

direct evidence that either Kuhns or Dieckamp knew of, condoned, or was

involved in leak rate falsifications at THI-2. In the Change of Plea

and Sentencing of Metropolitan Edison on February 28, 1984, United

States Attorney David Queen stated that the evidence developed in the

grand jury inquiry does not indicate that any of the Directors and

Officers of GPU Nuclear from its inception in 1982 to the date of the

indictment, or any of the Directors of Met. Ed., " participated in,

directed, condoned or was aware of the acts or omissions that are the

subject of the indictment." Queen specifically included Kuhns and

Dieckamp in this category. The Commission recognizes that neither it

nor the public has access to the information before the grand jury which

led to this statement. However, the Commission believes it is justified

in relying on a good faith statement by the U.S. Attorney to the/ court.
p

Moreover, the Commission does not believe that executive managers
,

at their level ordinarily are involved in daily plant operations to'the

extent that they would be familiar with the details of how normal

surveillance orocedures are carried out, nor does the Commission believe
e

they should be. Cf. Dieckamp testimony in hearing on training at 28615

-("I was not knowledgeable about specific plant systems and their detailed

purpose or the procedures for operating"). We believe the positions of

Messrs. Kuhns and Dieckamp are so far removed from actual operations
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that it would be highly unlikely that either knew of the leak rate

practices.25

The Commission has nonetheless given considerable thought to the

arguments that (1) Kuhns and Dieckamp should be held responsible for the

acts of those under them, whether or not they knew what was occurring,

and (2) if they did not know what was occurring, they should be faulted

for not knowing because of the apparent widespread nature of the 'falsifi-

cations. If the Commission subscribed to either theory, it could find

that there should be a hearing on the Hartman allegations in the restart

proceeding.

The Commission cannot find from the available evidence that Kuhns

and Dieckamp were responsible for the attitude that allowed the falsifi-

cations to occur. The Conunission is concerned with the apparent extent

of falsification and the attitude that allowed such acts to occur.

However, the Commission places primary responsibility for that attitude

on those managers in charge of day-to-day plant operation, not on Kuhns

and Dieckamp.

Nor does the Commission subscribe to the view that individual

executive managers and Coard members such as Kuhns and Dieckamp should

be held personally responsible for all acts of subordinate employees.

The Commission believes that only a few high-level employees are in such

positions of responsibility that their acts may be considered synonymous

25The Commission notes in this regard that none of those
interviewed by 01 suggested that executives such as Kuhns or Dieckamp
had any actual knowledge of leak rate practices.

_ _ _ - -- _- _______ _ _ -_ _ _ _
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with those of the company, and therefore that the executive managers as

part of the corporate entity should be held responsible for their acts.
'

However, even in those cases the company or executive managers should
,

not necessarily be censored for the improper acts, if adequate corrective

actions, such as discipline or removal, are implemented. As for other

employees, the Commission expects executive managers and Board members

to encourage a policy of disccvering any problems or improper acts and

of taking appropriate corrective action. However, the Commission will'

not hold, purely as an abstract matter, that executives such as Kuhns

- and Dieckamp are completely responsible for the acts of individual

employees. For such responsibility to attach, there must be some

knowledge of or involvement in those acts at the executive level. The

j Commission has found none in the present case.
L

Given the apparent extent of the leak rate problems, however, the

Commission does fault Kuhns and Dieckamp for not having procedures in

place to bring the leak rate problems to higher management's attention.-

Again, there is no reason to expect or require senior executives to be

involved in or directly supervise day-to-day plant operations, but they

should have procedures in place so that significant problems come to i

their attention. The Commission finds that, if falsifications were as

widespread as it appears, plant management should have been aware of it

and stopped it, and senior management should have been aware of plant

management's failure. However, this failure must be viewed in context

with remedial steps subsequently taken. The Commission is convinced

that with the current organizational structure and procedures any future

such failures will be identified to senior management. See discussion

4

. _ _ _ _ _ .
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infra. Since there was no apparent personal involvement by Kuhns or

Dieckamp in the wrongdoing, and given the remedial procedures now in

place, the'Comission has concluded that the continued presence of Kuhns

or Dieckamp'does not result in the Hartman allegations raising a current

significant safety concern.20
'

2. Whether GPU Nuclear has Appropriate Personnel,
0)erational Structure, and Procedures to Assure
T1at Such Procedural Violations Will Not Again Occur

Clearly the leak rate falsifications demonstrate significant past

procedural deficiencies. However, they are but one more example of Met.

Ed.'s pre-accident failings in this area. The restart proceeding was

not intended to litigate all licensee's past failings, but rather to

determine whether TMI-1 can be safely operated now. See discussion

infra on TMI-1 leak rate practices. The Comission is satisfied that

the extensive examination of GPU Nuclear in this proceeding is sufficient

to ensure that the personnel, procedures, and organization currently in

place provide reasonable assurance that similar procedural deficiencies

will not recur.

With regard to the specific issue of leak rate tests, there are

numerous daily or weekly tests, in addition to leak rate tests, which,

26The Commission has also considered the arguments that licensee is
engaged in a continuing coverup of the TMI-2 leak rate falsifications.
Licensee states it has been unable to pursue the matter because of .the
grand jury investigation, and accordingly took no action until the
criminal trial was completed. Licensee is now investigating the matter.
These actions do not indicate a coverup.

_ . . . . _ _ . .
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pursuant to NRC requirements, must be run at a nuclear plant. A practi-

cal method to assure that all these tests are run correctly and honestly

is'through general oversight of operations by independent organizations

reporting to senior management. The Commission in this connection

directed the Licensing Board to examine "whether Metropolitan Edison has

made adequate provision for groups of qualified individuals to provide

safety review of and operational advice regarding Unit 1." CLI-80-5, 11

NRC408,409(1980). The Licensing Board noted that "GPU Nuclear

Corporation has instituted major organizational and staffing changes in

order to provide additional safety review and operational advice regard-

ing THI-1," and that:

GPU Nuclear Corporation's safety review and operational-
advice programs are designed to assure that activities are
performed in accordance with company policies and applicable
laws, standards, policies, rules,' regulations, licenses, and
technical requirements; that proposed plant, test and proce-
dural modifications received independent review; that events,
including those that require prompt reporting to the NRC, are
investigated and corrected in a manner which reduces the
probability of recurrence of such events; and that trends
which may not be apparent on a day-to-day basis or by consider-
ation of individual items are detected and appropriate action
taken.

14 NRC at 519-20. The Licensing Board after examining these

programs concluded that " Licensee has made adequate provisions for

groups of qualified individuals to provide safety review of and

operational advice regarding TMI-1." 14 NRC at 528. The Conunission

will not repeat the details of licensee's safety review process

here, but notes its general agreement with the Licensing Board's

comments.

In addition, as indicated supra, licensee has expanded its

Board of Directors, and created a Nuclear Scfety and Compliance

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Committee of that Board. The Committee, which will have an !

independent staff of its own, is designed to monitor the' operation

and maintenance of the GPU System's nuclear units, with' specific

attention to adherence to procedures and license requirements. 1

This will-provide even further assurance that operational tests

will be overseen thoroughly. To ensure that these commitments

remain in place, the Commission has decided to adopt them as

conditions.

GPUN's quality assurance (QA) program also acts to ensure that

surveillance procedures such as leak rate tests are properly done.

The Licensing Board, noting that licensee's overall QA organization

and staffing for TMI-1 "has been restructured and improved since

the TMI-2 accident," stated that the major areas of improvement

were " greater involvement of the QA organization in the review and

approval of quality-related aspects of procedures for operations,

maintenance, inser/ ice inspection, modifications and procurement;

in the performance of inservice inspections, nondestructive examina-

tions, routine inspections, verification, surveillance and audit

activities ...." 14 NRC at 425, 427. The Licensing Board was

" satisfied that Licensee's QA organization and program will be in a

position to reasonably assure, or bring to the attention of top

-management in those cases where it cannot assure that the organiza-

tions which make up the plant and corporate structure are performing

properly the functions for which they were intended." Id. at 428.

Further, licensee's basic organizational structure has been

substantially improved with the creation of GPU Nuclear. The
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Licensing Board examined, among other things, licensee's management

structure, corporate organization, on-site organization, and

technical resources, and found all to be adequate. The .Comission

finds that the Licensing Board's examination of licensee in all

these respects ensures that these pre-accident procedural deficien-

cies no longer raise a significant safety concern.

3. Sumary of Current Significance of Hartman
Allegations

The Comission therefore finds that the pre-accident TMI-2 leak

rate falsifications do not raise a currently significant safety issue.

Those likely involved in the improper acts are not employed in respon-

sible management or operational positions at TMI-1, and as a result of

the in depth examination of licensee in the management proceeding, the

Comission has confidence that GPU Naclear has the necessary integrity

and competence to comply with procedures. The Commission concludes that

the Hartman allegations no longer raise a significant safety issue which

might have affected the Licensing Board's decision, and therefore

reverses the Appeal Board's decision to reopen the record on this

matter.

4. Institution of a Separate Proceeding

The Comission in the order taking review of this issue also asked

whether, if a hearing on the Hartman allegations were not legally

required, there should be a hearing separate from the restart proceeding

to allow the matter to be fully aired. The Commission has decided that

some hearing is warranted in order to determine the ultimate status of

1

,

- - _ - - _ _ _ . _ _ - - . _ _ - _ _ _ _ ___
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those likely involved in the TMI-2 leak rate falsifications, which
!. includes those licensee has segregated from operational duties at TMI-2

and those now working at other nuclear facilities.

The Comission has decided that a separate proceeding would be

appropriate for several reasons. As explained supra, the Hartman

allegations do not raise a significant issue for current operation of
- THI-1. Hence there remains little reason to litigate that issue within

the restart proceeding. Further, the individuals likely involved are

now dispersed throughout the country. The Comission believes those

individuals should receive notice of this hearing and be allowed to

participate. A hearing into the involvement of those who are or may be

employed by other licensees clearly has no bearing on the restart of

: TMI-1.

Accordingly, the Comission in the near future will issue a notice

of hearing instituting a separate hearing on the TMI-2 leak rate falsifi-

cations. While that notice will specify the scope of the hearing and

the procedures to be followed more precisely, the Comission intends the

hearing to develop the facts surrounding the falsifications in sufficient

! ' detail to determine the involvement of any individual who may now work,

or in the future desire to work, at a nuclear facility; specifically,

whether any such individual participated in, or knew of and condoned, or

by their dereliction or culpable neglect allowed the leak rate falsifica-

tions at TMI-2, and, if so, what action is appropriate. The hearing

will not address those specifically cleared by the U.S. Attorney in his

_____ . _ _ _
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statement at the sentencing hearing, which includes Kuhns and Dieckamp.27

As explained supra, the Commission feels it is entitled to rely on that

statement, and it does not believe that agency resources should be used

to duplicate the work of the grand jury where the result of that inquiry

is known. Finally, the hearing will not address Michael Ross because,

as explained supra, the Commission finds, based on 0I's investigation

into TMI-1 leak rate practices, that the possibility of his involvement

is so remote that it does not warrant further consideration.

.

III. TMI-1 Leak Rate Testing Practices

In September and October of 1983 the NRC staff through a series of

Board Notifications notified the Appeal Board that, contrary to its

earlier assertions in NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 2, there were indications

that leak rate falsification may have occurred at THI-1. This conclusion

was based on a review of 645 test records over the period from April 1,

1978 to March 31, 1979. That review identified thirteen instances of

27The U.S. Attorney stated that "the evidence presented to the
Grand Jury and developed by the United States Attorney does not indicate
that any of the following persons participated in, directed, condoned or
was aware of the acts or omissions that are the subject of the
indictment. And they are William G. Kuhns, Herman M. Dieckamp,
Robert C. Arn 90, James S. Bartman, Shepard Bartnoff, Frederick D.
Hafer, Richard Heward, Henry D. Hukill, Edwin E. Kintner, James R. Leva,
Bernard H. ' Cherry, Phillip R. Clark, Verner H. Condon, Walter M. Creitz,
Robert Fasulo, Ivan R. Finfrock, William L. Gifford, Robert L. Long,

,

( Frank Manganaro, Ernest M. Schleicher, Floyd J. Smith, William A.
Verrochi, Raymond Werts and Richard F. Wilson.

The list of individuals I just read includes all of the Directors
and Officers of GPU Nuclear Corporation from its organization in 1982 to
the date of the indictment and all the Directors of the Defendant
Company during the period covered by the indictment."

. . .

. .
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water additions, eleven instances of hydrogen additions, thirteen
_

instances of feed-and-bleed operations, and one of all three kinds of

instances, that were not properly accounted for in the leak rate test

calculations. This matter accordingly was referred to 0I far investigc-

tion.

Subsequently, the Aamodts filed a motion with the Appeal Board

requesting that the record be reopened on this matter. UCS and the NRC

staff supported.the Aamodts' motion. OI completed its investigation

report into this matter while the Aamodts' motion was pending befcre-the'

Board.- OI Investigative Report No. 1-83-028.

The-Appeal Board in-ALAB-772, 19 NRC 1193, granted the motion to

reopen the record on.this issue. The Appeal Board stated that it
,

necessarily followed that this matter might have made a difference to

the Licensing Board's decision because the Licensing Board had made its
,

decision " subject to" the Hartman allegations. The Appeal Board found
i

L the new " allegations" potentially more significant than the Hartman
L

allegations because they related to TMI-1.

The Appeal Board also found that its conclusion was reinforced by

01's investigative report on TMI-1 leak rate practices. The Appeal
~

Board noted that the overall conclusions of the report were favorable to
' licensee -in that OI found neither a systematic pattern of falsification.

nor. a motive to falsify-the leak rate data. . The Appeal Board noted,

though, that the OI report disclosed (1) a lack of understanding regard-
,

1

ing' record-keeping requirements; (2) ignorance by both operating staff

and management of the existence and significance for leak rate

(

m.
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calculations of a " loop seal" in the instrumentation system;28 and

(3) inattention during the pre-accident period to work requests that

would have highlighted the loop seal problem.

The Appeal Board stated that the OI reports had not been introduced

into evidence in the proceeding and had not been subject to cross-

examination. It held that the type of material presented by OI is best

scrutinized by the Licensing Board as part of its review of all of the

circumstances surrounding the leak rate testing practices at Unit 1.

The Appeal Board directed the Licensing Board to consicer TMI-1 leak

rate practice in conjunction with the hearing it had previously ordered

in ALAB-738 on TMI-2 leak rate practices.

D. Parties' Comments

The Commonwealth, the Aamodts, TMIA, and UCS advocated that hearings

are warranted on TMI-1 leak rate practices. The NRC staff and the

licensee disagreed.

The Commonwealth argued that while 01 did not find systematic

falsification of leak rate testing at TMI-1, it found some irregularities

in testing practices and management procedures. The Commonwealth

believed that whether these problems have been properly resolved by

current management is significant to TMI-1 restart, and that the Commis-

sion cannot safely conclude that the leak rate testing problem is

history until an evidentiary hearing has been held.

r
28The " loop seal" provided a mechanism by which additions of

hydrogen would affect the leak rate tests results.

. .- . . . . _-
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The Aamodts noted that while the ccnclusions in the 01 report are

favorable to GPUN, the OI investigations have not been entered into the

record of the proceeding and therefore cannot form a legal basis for a

Commission decision.

TM1A argued that while leak rate falsification was not as pervasive

at Unit 1 as at Unit 2, manipulations and wide-spread disregard of

license requirements occurred at Unit 1. TMIA asse,rted that the OI

report on Unit 1 indicated that " bad" leak rates at Unit 1 were routinely

discarded in. violation of NRC and license requirements and tests showing

negative leak rates within one gpm were accepted as valid, even though

the operators were well aware that such tests were not legitimate and

could not reflect actual plant conditions.29 TMIA noted that these are

the precise violations to which Met. Ed. pled guilty regarding Unit 2.

TMIA claimed, for example, the procedures were routinely violated, with

the blessing of Ross. TMIA asserted that even if the violations were

not for the purpose of concealing actual leakage in excess of technical

specification requirements, manipulations were done to mislead the NRC

as to the adequacy of licensee's procedures.30 In TMIA's view, at the

29TMIA asserted that the Commission should not rely on the OI
investigation. It stated that the Department of Justice decision to
indict Met. Ed. made the criminal nature of leak rate falsification
painfully clear to TMI-1 operators-interviewed by 01, and accordingly it
is not surprising that the operators denied actual knowledge of
falsification.

30TMIA argued that neither 0I nor the staff have yet explained why
" spurts" of hydrogen would have been added in the particularly small
quantity evident from OI's technical review, other than for the purpose
of affecting leak rate test results.

.

W
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point _at which management recognized that the system for identifying

leakage was not working, there could no longer be assurance that the

plant was safe, and management should have immediately responded to the

problem. TMIA concluded that Unit 1 management in condoning such

activities evidenced no greater respect for NRC requirements and obliga-

tions than those responsible for Unit 2 violations. TMIA accordingly

concluded that the staff conclusion that "none of the operational or

management personnel at TMI-1 were involved in culpable activities" is

clearly wrong.31

TMIA also made an argument apparently related to the truthfulness

of current TMI-1 employees. TMIA noted that a Region I inspector,

Dr. Jin Wook Chung, discovered in a Unit 1 inspection in 1983 the

existence of a " loop seal" through which hydrogen could be added for the

purpose of affecting leak rate tests, and that Chung stated in an OI

interview that it was inconceivable that Michael Ross or other GPUN

representatives were not aware of the loop seal prior to this

inspection. TMIn, noting that Chung also indicated that one would

presume based on publication of the Hartman allegations that iloss and

other personnel in GPUN would have looked at Unit I leak rate mechanisms

in light of those allegations to determine if there was a loop seal at

31TMIA referenced the interview of former operator John Banks, the
only operator interviewed who identified a possible motive for
falsification at TMI-1. TMIA stated that Banks asserted that Michael
Ross frequently passed remarks to the operators to "get a good leak
rate", and that some of the operators might have interpreted Ross'
statements as encouraging record falsification, if necessary. See note
38, infra.
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Unit 1, concluded that it is not credible to believe that the existence
1

of the loop seal in the makeup tank was not' discovered until the 1983

i Region I inspection, as GPUN claims.

UCS is also of the view that the pattern of similarities between

'the practices at Unit 1 and Unit 2 are strongly suggestive that the leak

rate falsification at Unit 2 extended to Unit 1, albeit on a smaller

scale, and that denials of the operators had been given undue weight. .

UCS'. comments to a large degree repeat those stated by TMIA. In

addition, UCS calculated that about 6% of the Unit I leak rate tests

reviewed by OI involved the addition of hydrogen or water or

feed-and-bleed operations, all of which affect leak rate calculations.

.UCS noted that the practice of discarding bad leak rate tests violatedt

at least four different technical specifications and administrative

procedures.

UCS stressed that staff's conclusion that leak rates were not

falsified at TMI-1 is based not on facts but on unproven assumptions.

'Specifically, UCS attacked the staff conclusion that the relatively low
,

4

percentage of tests showing possible manipulation, as compared with

TMI-2, demonstrated a lack of a systematic pattern of falsification.

UCS argued that although it was not often necessary to cheat to get a

-good leak rate at TMI-1, manipulations were made when necessary to get

an acceptable leak rate. UCS also attacked the staff conclusion that

there was a lack of motive to falsify because it was not hard to get a

good leak rate test at TMI-1. UCS disputed this conclusion, stating

that leak rate falsification is not inherently more excusable for being

less frequent, if the need to falsify is also infrequent.
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UCS maintained that Ross must have known about the discarding of

bad tests and the acceptance of negative tests. UCS stated that Ross is

universally regarded by the operators at TMI as eminently knowledgeable

of all aspects of the operation of TMI-1, and that he has a reputation

- of being a stickler for detail. UCS argued that Ross's denial of

knowledge of the loop seal lacks credibility and undermines the believa-

bility of his other testimony.

With respect to whether the standards for reopening the record have

been satisfied, UCS maintained there was no real dispute. UCS noted

that, since no party argued to the Appeal 30ard that the evidence of

leak rate falsification could not change the result of the Licensing

Board decision endorsing management integrity, they cannot do so now.

Licensee argued that the standards for reopening the record had not

been satisfied. Licensee maintained that the OI Report dispelled any

notion that leak rate practices at TMI-1 could be equated with those at

TMI-2. While licensee recognized that the OI report did disclose some

deficiencies in licensee's leak rate testing practices at Unit 1,

licensee stated that those deficiencies had nothing to do with leak rate

falsification or manipulation, and that the Appeal Board did not suggest

that the information in the OI reports in itself met the standards for

reopening.

Licensee also disagreed with the UCS and TMIA suggestion that

adding hydrogen to the makeup tank during a leak rate test was neces-

sarily improper. Licensee claimed that intervenors failed to recognize

- that there were legitimate operational reasons why hydrogen periodically

was added to the makeup tank. Licensee further asserted that none of
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the hydrogen additions would have affected leak rate tests in such a way

that, if the additions had not been made, the limits for leakage would

have been exceeded.

Licensee also disagreed with THIA and UCS assertions that the

practice of discarding leak rate tests was intended to cover up

excessive leakage. Licensee argued that only those tests deemed

" invalid" were not kept. Licensee claimed that far from attempting to

conceal derogatory information about plant conditions, invalid tests

were discarded because they were not indicative of true plant

conditions.

Licensee also attacked UCS' suggestion that leak rate falsification

can be inferred from the acceptance of negative leak rates within 1 gpm

as valid. Licensee stated that at times during the operation of THI-1,

the standard deviation associated with a leak rate test ranged approxi-

mately from 0.2 to 0.7 gpm. As a result, assuming no unidentified

leakage or a very low unidentified leakage, one would expect close to

half of all leak rate tests to be negative. In other words, licensee

stated that due to the inherent variability of the test, negative leak

rater were simply indicative of low levels of unidentified leakage and

their retention does not suggest the falsification or manipulation of

leak rate tests.

The NRC staff agreed with licensee that the stardards for reopening

the record are not satisfied on THI-1 leak rate practices. Relying

heavily on the 01 report, it concluded that no allegations have been

made that leak rate tests at TMI-1 were intentionally falsified or

manipulated, and that the OI report had concluded that only a small
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1

percentage of leak rate surveillance tests conducted at TMI-1 during the
'

period examined were accomplished during the periods where operator-

induced evolutions occurred that would call into question the validity

of these tests. Staff noted that of the questionable tests, technical

analysis showed that, except in three instances, the. technical

specification acceptance criteria for unidentified leakage would have

been satisfied had the operator-induced evolution not occurred. It also

asserted that there is no conclusive evidence that any TMI-1 licensed or

unlicensed operator intentionally performed plant evolutions during leak

rate testing with the intended purpose of manipulating or falsifying

leak rate test results. Staff stated that there was no apparent motive

or need to manipulate leak rate tests at TMI-1, and that the 01 investi-

gation did not identify evidence that would indicate supervisory or

management personnel placed pressure on the operators at TMI-1 to

manipulate or falsify leak rate test results. Accordingly, staff did
' not believe the Licensing Board would have reached a different result on

any issue in the proceeding had the OI investigation been conducted

earlier and the results been considered by the Licensing Board.
!

C. Analysis

! The standards for reopening require a consideration of three

factors: (1) whether the motion to reopen is timely; (2) whether the

information raises a significant safety concern; and (3) whether the

information might have led the Licensing Board to reach a different

resul t. No one disputes the timeliness of the present metion, and the

____-
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Commission accordingly will limit its discussion to the latter two

factors.

The 01 investigation into TMI-1 leak rate practices included sworn

interviews of all preaccident and current TMI-1 control room operators,

shift foremen, and shift supervisors, who actually conducted leak rate

tests during the period under investigation. A large number of preacci-

dent and current staff personnel and site and corporate management

officials were also interviewed under oath. The Commission finds that

this investigation was thorough, and that there is no reason to believe

that further hearings would produce significant new information on the

possible irregularities in leak rate test practices. The Commission

finds that there are no significant factual disputes concerning leak

rate practices at TMI-1,32 and that the facts as currently known do not

raise a significant safety issue which might have led the Licensing

Board to reach a different result.

The information developed by 01 establishes that, unlike at TMI-2,

there was no reason to falsify leak rate tests at TMI-1. There was no

excessive leakage. Moreover, as indicated in Supp. No. 5, out of the

645 leak rate tests examined, in only three cases would the leak rate

32Although TMIA, UCS, the Commonwealth and the Aamodts all argue
that hearings are necessary, their basic dispute appears to be with the
conclusions reached by 01, rather than with the underlying facts. None

of these parties have produced evidence to show that there were more
numerous acts of possible falsification than 01 found. What is at
dispute is really how the material should be interpreted and what
inferences should be drawn from the facts.

- _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ . . . . _ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . _ . .
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have been excessive if the additions had not occurred.33 This is far

different.from the practice at TMI-2 where it appears that deliberate

falsifications occurred on a regular basis.

The OI investigation revealed that leak rate testing was considered

a ministerial monitoring duty at TMI-1 prior to the accident.34 It was j

not difficult to obtain an acceptable leak rate test, and most operators

relied on other plant parameters to determine actual leakage. Hence

little significance was given to leak rate testing practices. Under
.

these circumstances, it is not surprising that some irregularities in

the data may appear. There is no evidence of falsification beyond

speculative inferences that could be drawn solely from the circumstance

of a few irregularities in the data and some superficial similarity

between leak rate practices at TMI-2 and TMI-1.35 The Commission finds

33The UCS argument that a'few falsifications are as culpable as
many where the need to falsify is less frequent has no applicability
here because there was no need to falsify at all to obtain a
satisfactory leak rate test.

34The Comission also notes that there was a margin of error in the
leak rate-tests. Thus negative leak rates could be expected where there
was low leakage, and acceptance of negative leak rate tests does not.
show any improper motivation.

35There is even some question about the interpretation of the data
as' demonstrating improper additions. The NRC staff agreed with
licensee's own investigative report that "the method of identifying
water additions and hydrogen additions to the makeup tank is necessarily
subjective '... and, therefore, disagreement in interpretation can be
expected." Supp. No. 5 at 4-19. The Comission need not address this
conflict because of its finding that the few possibly improper tests,
even if ' improper, do not meet the standards for reopening.

The Commission also notes, however, that it is not expressing
approval for the way leak rate tests were conducted prior to the

[FootnoteContinued]

- _ _ _ - _
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the circumstantial evidence indicating there might have been a few

improper leak rate tests conducted in 1978-1979 does not raise a signif-

icant safety concern that might have changed the Licensing Board's

decision.

With regard to discarding invalid tests, this practice did violate

NRC requirements. However, there is no evidence of a deliberate attempt

to discard tests at TMI-1 to hide excessive leakage or to mislead the

NRC. Rather, as noted by the Appeal Board, the evidence indicates a

lack of understanding regarding record-keeping requirements.36 As

stated by the Appeal Board in denying a motion to reopen based on "new"

information of pre-accident deficiencies in the training program:

The OI report and supporting documents show what, by this
time, should not be news to anyone -- that there were signifi-'

cant shortcomings, to say the least, in licensee's training
program before the 1979 TMI-2 accident.... This proceeding
was not instituted to provide a forum in which to litigate
directly all possible errors of the past.... The "new"
information ... simply provides support for one of the under-
lying assumptions of the proceeding. It is redundant and, as

such, its significance is questionable. It follows that it
would not have likely affected the Licensing Board's decision
on training ... in any significant respect.

[ Footnote Continued]
accident. It appears clear there were problems with the testing
procedures, and these problems should have been corrected at that time.
However, that issue is no longer material to the current safe operation
of TMI-1. See discussion in text infra.

36With regard to the other two negative findings by the Appeal
Board -- the failure to discover the " loop seal" and inattention to work
requests regarding the loop seal -- the Commission finds these failings
to be of minimal significance to the restart proceeding. The loop seal
in itself was not important; what mattered was whether hydrogen was
being improperly added. So long as falsifications were not occurring,
it did not matter whether there was a mechanism by which they could
occur. In addition, the issue of handling work requests was fully
litigated in the proceeding regarding licensee's maintenance program.

[FootnoteContinued]
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ALAB-774, 19 NRC at 1356. The' logic of that decision applies e_qually

welI here.37'

The Commission has examined the additional issues regarding TMI-1

-leak rate practices raised by the intervenors as arguably requiring a

hearing and finds that they do not support the need for additional

-hearings. The questions about Ross are based on little more than

speculation. The major argument to support the conclusion that Ross is

lying is that he knows so much about plant operations that he must have

known what was going on. The Commission has carefully reviewed Ross'

; explanation and finds it to be credible. We do not agree that Ross must

have known of the irregularities at TMI-1, given their infrequency and

|' the mundane nature of the leak rate testing process. Nor do we find his

denial' of knowledge of the loop seal particularly significant. While it

.does appear that licensee could have discovered the loop seal problem at

TMI-1 at an earlier date, that a construction ' anomaly provided a method

for manipulation of leak rate test results is not important; what is
i

.

[ Footnote Continued]
That program has been substantially revised, and any additional
pre-accident probelms are not significant to the current program.

37The Commission thus disagrees with the-Appeal' Board's conclusion
that the OI investigation supports its conclusion to reopen. Indeed,
that decision appears directly contrary to the above-quoted statement in
ALAB-774. The Comission also disagrees with the Appeal Board's finding
that it necessarily follows that the TMI-1 questions might have affected.
the Licensing Board's decision because the Hartman allegations might
have. Circumstantial evidence indicating there may have been a few
instances of possible improprieties do not raise concerns similar to
those raised by the TMI-2 allegations, where it appears from the
available evidence that deliberate falsification occurred on a regular
basis. No one at THI-1, unlike at TMI-2, has alleged that leak rates
were falsified, and at most there is only some limited circumstantial
evidence of falsifications.

_ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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' important is whether hydrogen was intentionally being added to falsify

the leak' rate test results. So long as no improper additions were being

made, it matters little whether there is a technical means whereby such

additions could be made.

Nor ~do the similarities of the TMI-1 irregularities to those at

TMI-2 necessarily mean there was deliberative falsifications at TMI-1.38

The leak rate tests at TMI-1 in most cases would have been acceptable

even without the additions; hence even in those cases there was no need

to falsify. At TMI-2 there apparently was a motive to falsify, and the

available evidence indicates that there was widespread falsification -

with the intent to deceive the NRC. There has been no similar showing

at TMI-1.

Hence the Commission concludes that hearings on TMI-1 leak rate

practices are not warranted.

IV. The Appeal Board's Condition Concerning Mr. Husted

A. Background

Charles Husted was a licensed operator training instructor. The

Special Master, Licensing Board and Appeal Board all expressed concern

with Husted's attitude because he failed to cooperate with NRC

38The statement by Banks that test results could have been
falsified in response to statements by Ross "to get a good leak rate
test" was, at most, equivocal. Banks first stated there was no motive
to falsify,'and later, after followup questioning, stated that maybe
someone else might have been intimidated into falsifying leak rate tests
to obtain acceptable results.

1

,
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investigators and testified in a less-than-serious, flippant manner.

Neither the Special Master nor the Licensing Board recommended

sanctions, although the Licensing Board, partly in response to Husted's

attitude, required licensee to develop criteria for training instructors

and to have the training program audited. The Licensing Board also

recommended that Husted's performance receive particular attention in

the audit.

Subsequent to the Licensing Board's decision, licensee promoted

Husted to Supervisor of Non-Licensed Operator Training. The Appeal

Board, noting its view of the importance of attitude in an instructor,

seriously questioned licensee's judgment "in promoting Husted to an

important position with management responsibilities." 19 NRC at 1224.

The Appeal Board also noted in this regard that as a manager "Husted

will presumably also have a role in establishing the criteria for

training instructors and developing the audit program imposed by the

Licensing Board, at least in part, as a remedy for his own failure to

cooperate with the NRC," Id. Based on the above, the Appeal Board

imposed as a condition of restart that Husted "have no supervisory

responsibilities insofar as the training of non-licensed personnel is

concerned." Id.

The Commission took review of "whether an adjudicatory board in an

ongoing hearing has the legal authority to impose a condition on a

licensee which in effect operates as a sanction against an individual,

.
where that individual is not a party to the proceeding and has had no

t

notice of a possible sanction or opportunity to request a hearing."

CLI-84-18, 20 NRC at 811. The Commission further stated that, if it'

|
|

!
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determined the Appeal Board erred, it would then decide whether to take

separate enforcement action against Husted.

B. Parties' Comments

The Commonwealth stated the Commission can impose conditions on

management conduct related to THI-1 operation, and that any other view

would make Commission inquiry into management integrity meaningless.

UCS generally supported the Commonwealth's views. UCS added that

if a hearing is required, it should be held before restart because the

Appeal Board's order implied the plant could not be safely operated with

Husted in the questioned position.

TMIA, without addressing the issue presented, maintained that the

issue the Commission should be concerned with is licensee's employment

practices, as demonstrated by Husted's promotion.

Licensee acknowledged that the Commission can require separation of

individuals from safety-related work on a finding that separation is

necessary to protect the public health and safety. Licensee stated this

is not such a case, and NRC Boards in an ongoing hearing do not have the

legal authority to impose a condition which would in effect operate as a

sanction against an individual, when that individual is not a party to

the proceeding and has no notice of a possible sanction or opportunity

to request a hearing. Licensee claimed that due process required notice

and an opportunity for hearing where administrative action threatens an

individual's livelihood.

Staff read relevant Supreme Court cases as suggesting "that when

the government acts against an entity for the purpose of affecting a

1
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specific individual who is singled out and directly affected in some

adverse way by the governmental action, then, unless the public health,

safety and interest requires otherwise, that individual has a due

. process right to prior notice and an opportunity for a hearing before

his interests are affected." Staff Comments at 43. Based on this

reading, staff concluded that the Appeal Board erred.

C. Analysis

There are two separate bases which arguably may provide Husted a

right to a hearing -- Section 189a of the Atomic Energy Act and the due

process clause of the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution. We will

treat each in turn.

1. Section 189

Any interested person with the requisite standing may seek to

intervene in a Section 189a licensing proceeding. To establish

standing, an individual must at a minimum show (1) the action being,

challenged could cause injury in fact to that individual, and (2) such

injury is within the zone of interests protected by the Atomic Energy

Act. See, e.g., Portland General Electric Co. (Pebble Springs Nuclear

Plant, Units 1 and 2), CLI-76-27, 4 NRC 610 (1976). While an individual

who suffers economic injury as a result of.a Board's decision to bar him

from working in a certain job would meet the first standard, it is

unresolved in the-courts whether economic injury in such a case would be

within the zone of interests protected by the Atomic Energy Act. See,

g , Consumers Power Co. (Palisades Nuclear Facility), ALAB-670, 15 NRC
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493,506(1982)'(concerningopinionofMr.Rosenthal),vacatedasmoot,

CLI-82-18,.16 NRC 50 (1982).,

,

,

2. Due Process

The'due process clause of the Fifth Amendment prohibits a. federal

agency from depriving an individual of " liberty" or " property" interests

without providing that individual an opportunity for a hearing.39 A

person's liberty interest is implicated "[w]here a person's good name,

reputation, honor or integrity is at stake because of what the govern-

ment is doing to him," or where the government's action " imposed ... a

stigma or other disability that foreclose [s] his freedom to take advan-

tage of other employment opportunities." Board of Regents v. Roth, 408

U.S. 564, 573'(1972). Merely making a discharged employee less attrac-

tive for employment.is not a deprivation of liberty. See, e.g., Johnson

v. University of Pittsburgh, 435 F. Supp. 1328 (W.D. Pa.-1977).- Thus,-
.

for example, no hearing is required where the discharge is for insubor-

dination and failure to perform certain duties. -Capers v.-Long Island

R.R.,.429 F. Supp. 1359 (S.D.N.Y.), affm'd sub nom. Harris v. L_ong

Island R.R., 573 F.2d 1291 (1977).

39 Individuals indirectly affected by government action may not have
any hearing rights. See O' Bannon v. Town Court Nursing Center, 447 U.S.
773(1980). In O' Bannon the Supreme Court held that the patients in a
nursing home were only indirectly affected when the government acted
against the nursing home, and therefore the patients did not have any
hearing. rights. The action here.is not so indirect that the holding in
O' Bannon would clearly apply.
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"To have-a property interest in a benefit, a person clearly must

have more than an abstract need or desire for it. He must have more

than a unilateral expectation of it. He must, instead, have a

legitimate claim of entitlement to it." Roth, supra, at 577 (emphasis

added). Thus, for instance, the government may not prevent an

individual from working in his chosen profession without providing him

notice and an opportunity to request a hearing, see, e.g., Orr v.

Trinter, 444 F.2d 128 (6th Cir.), cert. denied, 408 U.S. 943 (1971),

although there is no hearing requirement where the only thing at stake;

| is a specific job with no claim of entitlement. See Cafeteria and
1

Restaurant Workers Union v. McElroy, 367 U.S. 886 (1961).

3. Holding
,

The Commission has decided, in view of the way this issue has been

presented, not to resolve the difficult questions presented. No Board

has addressed the specific questions before the Commission, the real

party in interest (Husted), who is not a party to this proceeding, has

not been asked for his views, and the parties have not devoted consider-

~ ble attention to this issue. The Commission therefore finds thata

definitive resolution of these issues should wait for a case where they I

can more appropriately be decided.
' In fairness to Husted, however, the Commission has decided to

provide him an opportunity to request a hearing on whether the Appeal

Board's condition barring him from supervisory responsibilities insofar

as' the training of non-licensed personnel is concerned should be

vacated. Husted has twenty days after the service of this Order to

E
. . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _
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request such a hearing. If he does request such a hearing, the

Commission will assign the matter to an Administrative Law Judge for

hearing separate from this proceeding.

Finally, the Commission must address Husted's status, should he

request a hearing. The Appeal Board noted that the Supervisor of

Non-Licensed Operator Training instructs those on the career path to

becoming licensed operators _ and has management responsibilities. The

Commission finds that there are sufficient safeguards in place to assure \

that allowing Husted to serve in this position during the pendency of

any hearing would not pose any risk to the public health and safety.

Husted would have no involvement in the direct operation of THI-1, and

would be only one of a number of persons involved in the training of

non-licensed individuals. Accordingly, should Husted request a hearing,

the Commission has decided that the Appeal Board's condition should not

remain in effect during the pendency of that hearing.

V. Staff's Change of Position

'A. Background

Staff in Supp. No. 5 to NUREG-0680 found that new facts from 0I

investigations and from other relevant material concerning four matters

-- (1) TMI-2 leak rate falsifications, (2) false certification and
.

management involvement in the coverup of cheating (the certification of

Floyd), (3) pre-accident training irregularities and post-accident

cheating, and (4) adequacy of responses to an October 1979 Notice of

Violation -- revealed a pattern of activity that, "had it been known at

the time, would likely have resulted in a conclusion by the staff that
s

' ''
--
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the licensee had not met the standard of reasonable assurance of no

undue risk to public health and safety. However, these matters, or the

significant facts concerning these matters, were not known to the NRC

staff during the [ Licensing Board's] proceeding on-TMI-1 restart."

Supp. No. 5 at 13-5.
,

The Commission, in the order taking review of whether further

hearings are required in the restart proceeding, directed staff, if it

believed the record did not need to be reopened on Supp. No. 5 issues,

to explain how it reached this conclusion in view of the above

| statement. The Commission also directed staff to "specify what

testimony it gave before the Licensing Board that it would now change,

and why that change in testimony does not require reopening." 20 NRC at

814.

B. Parties' Comments

Staff stated that the concerns in Supp. No. 5 are with licensee's

prior management and operating personnel, and that it finds no undue

risk to public health and safety with the current management and

personnel. Staff concluded "there is no significant safety issue which

would now cause the Licensing Board to reach a different decision on any

restart issue because individuals whose management integrity was called

into question by the new information are no longer involved in TMI-1

operations." Staff com.ents at 33. Staff noted that integrity per se

was not an issue in the restart proceeding, and hence was not the

subject of testimony. Contrary to Commission instruction, staff did not

state what testimony in the restart proceeding, if any, it would change.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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'

TMIA maintained that staff's distinction between pre- and post-1982'

licensee .is unfounded. TMIA stated that the resignation of Arnold by.
,

itself, the only significant change in licensee's management, is insuf-

- ficient to support staff's conclusion. TMIA argued that the Licensing
,

i

!~. Board found in licensee's favor in 1981 because of _ licensee's

reorganization in 1980, and that staff erred in stating that the

reorganization or:urred in 1982 and hence that management subsequent to1,

:

1982 is acceptable.
,

Finally, TMIA challenged staff's assertion that it now has new-

information on the false certification of Floyd and the Hartman allega-

tions. TMIA claimed there is no new information on the Floyd matter,
;.

.and that the staff knew of the significance of the Hartman allegations4

during the hearing.

[ UCS noted that staff's statement in Supp. No. 5 is in effect an--

| " admission that the decisional record in this case excludes information
' ' on integrity which the staff concedes would have dictated a different

resul t. " UCS Reply Consnents at 10. UCS claimed that staff's position

that the decisional record developed by the Licensing Board is

: irrelevant in view of the new management is " absurd," stating that such

a conclusion would make the whole adjudicatory process irrelevant. UCS'

also challenged staff's statement that it was not aware of this

information at the time it testified in the original management hearing.

- UCS pointed out that staff sat through the hearings _ on the cheating

- . _ _ . . - _ - - - -
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!

i -incidents while well aware of the T4I-2 leak rate falsifications,40 the
!
b training problems, and the false certification of Floyd, but nonetheless

endorsed restart. UCS finds-staff's position " disingenuous," stating

that staff's actions indicate a willingness to disregard substantial:
!

evidence of a lack of integrity in order to support restart.

C. Analysis

The potential impact of staff's "likely" change of position can be

assessed by considering the relationship of each of the four items cited

by staff to the Licensing Board's decisions, followed by an assessment

of its significance to the Licensing Board's overall finding that the

. management issues had been resolved for the purpose of restart. We will

therefore address each of the four matters cited by staff in turn.41

1. The Hartman Allegations

Clearly the Licensing Board found the Hartman allegations relevant

to its decision, but, in the absence of further information, concluded

that they should not be a bar to restart. The Licensing Board in making

this determination relied on staff's description of the matter. 14 NRC

. at 557. See discussion supra.

40Staff in its comments indicated that only those members of staff
who had worked on the NRC investigation had information regarding the
truthfulness of Hartman's allegations, and they had been asked by the
Justice Department not to discuss the information with others.

41This matter deals with the adequacy of the evidentiary record,
and hence the traditional' standards for reopening based on new
information are inapplicable.

~ .. .. . . . .- _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - - -
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Staff asserted that the following is the information which it did

not know in the original restart proceeding:

"(1) Some operators willfully violated procedures and attempted to

manipulate leak rate test results by the addition of hydrogen

and/or water to the makeup tank. These operators were moti-

vated to do so as a result of indirect pressure from

management and/or a desire by individual operators to obtain

satisfactory leak rate test results.

(2) The staff was unaware until March 21, 1983 of the existence of

the Faegre & Benson Report and its findings [ licensee's report

into the technical basis for the Hartman allegations].

(3) First-line supervision (i.e., shift foremen and shift supervi-

sors) and possibly middle management were direct'y involved in

leak rate falsification at TMI-2, and Met-Ed management was

responsible for improper leak rate testing as well as for the

poor attitude of the operators and first-line supervisors

toward this test.

L (4) Falsification of TMI-2 leak rate test results did occur, and

negligence on the part of management created, in part, the

circumstances that resulted in leak rate falsification."

Staff Comments, Appendix at 4. These four pieces of information amount
.

to a recognition that falsifications did occur, and that management was

at least in part responsible. As explained supra, however, those

responsible are not currently in responsible management or operational

positions at TMI-1. The Hartman allegations therefore no longer raise a

significant safety issue for operation of TMI-1, and staff's likely

. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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change of position to the extent it was based on this issue is not now

significant.

2. Certification of Floyd

Staff stated that "while the false certification of Floyd was

addressed in the restart proceeding, it was not until after the close of

the hearing that the Staff determined that Licensee management knew of,.

and subsequently covered up, Floyd's cheating, and that the licensee

made a false certification to the NRC." Staff Comments, Appendix at 10.

The false certification of Floyd was litigated before the Licensing

Board. The Board concluded that Gary Miller (former Station Manager),

with John Herbein's (former Vice President, Met. Ed.) knowledge and

assent, made a false certification to the NRC. The Board also found

that the evidence raised questions about Miller's competence, and

directed that until the matter was further resolved any involvement of

Miller in TMI-1 operations must be under the direct supervision of an

appropriately qualified licensee official. The Board further noted

there was no evidence of improper conduct at any level higher than

Herbein's, and that Herbein was no longer employed by GPU Nuclear.42 16

NRC at 354-55.

42 1f staff is implying there is now evidence of involvement of
others in management, e.g., Arnold, our review has disclosed no evidence
beyond that available to the Licensing Board, and staff has cited none.
The Licensing Board knew of Arnold's involvement in licensee's personnel
action regarding Floyd. In addition, Arnold was the individual who
brought this matter to the NRC's attention, and, regardless, he is no
longer associated with THI-1 operations.

-
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Thus, the Licensing Board clearly re" cognized the significance of

this matter, and, -in fact, expressed concern regarding staff's position

on this matter. 16 NRC at 353.43 Floyd, Herbein and Miller are no

longer employed by GPUN, and, as a result of the OI investigation, the

Comission has issued a Proposed Notice of Civil Penalty of $100,000

against GPUN (held in abeyance at 001's request).44 Since there is no

new evidence implicating other individuals at TMI-1 in this incident and

the Board did not rely on staff's judgment here in the first place, we

do not believe staff's likely change of position might have changed the

Licensing Board's decision. Under these circumstances, staff's likely

change of position because of this issue has minimal or no significance.

3. Pre-accident Training Irregularities and
Post-accident Cheating

-Staff's position on new information concerning preaccident training-

irregularities and postaccident cheating is as follows. " Staff was
,

[h
aware during the TMI-1 restart proceeding that the Licensee had problems

/

43The Licensing Board found that "[t]he NRC Staff takes a
surprisingly mild position on the August 1979 certification issue ....
at no place-in the Staff's testimony or in the proposed findings and
coments before us does the Staff discuss the untrue representation in
the [ certification] letter ... We do not understand this silence....
We'recomend that the Commission direct the staff to conduct an
investigation ... We are somewhat disconcerted, however, because no
component of the NRC Staff protested in this proceeding the false
information in the certification to the NRC... Perhaps [the
Comission's Office of Inspector and Auditor] should be enlisted to
participate in any such investigation." 16 NRC at 353,

44The Comission notes in this regard that Floyd on November 16,
1984 was convicted in the District Court-for the Middle District of
Pennsylvania because of this incident.

- - - .- .
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with its preaccident training and requalification programs. The

proceeding before the Licensing Board concentrated on the Licensee's

postaccident training program." Staff did not become aware until after

the Board's decisions "that certain preaccident Met-Ed management

personnel demonstrated a poor attitude and disregard for Met-Ed Operator

Requalification Program requirements and held responsible postaccident

management positions associated with TMI-1 operations." Staff Comments,

Appendix at 7. In general this attitude was shown in non-attendance and

condoning non-attendance at training and a general management

inattention to the requirements of the training program then in place.

This issue was addressed by the Appeal Board in ALAB-774. TMIA had

moved to reopen the record based on the same pre-accident training

irregularities now cited by staff. The Appeal Board held as follows:

"The OI report and supporting documents show what, by this time, should

not be news to anyone -- that there were significant shortcomings, to

say the least, in licensee's training program before the 1979 TMI-2

accident. ... The 'new' information ... simply provides additional

support for one of the underlying assumptions of this proceeding. It is

redundant and, as such, its significance is questionable." 19 NRC at

1356. The Appeal Board went on to note that any information bearing on

licensee's existing training program could be pursued in the reopened

hearing on training.

The issue then is whether staff's likely change of position because

of this issue has any significance in view of ALAB-774. There might

have been some significance if staff during the hearing had changed some

of its favorable testimony on the training program. However, at this

_ - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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point in time pre-accident training irregularities have little or no

significance regarding the adequacy of the current training program, see

ALAB-774, 19 NRC 1350 (1984), and the post-accident cheating discussed

by staff has been fully litigated. Moreover, additional hearings on the

effect of the cheating on the adequacy of licensee's current training

program were held subsequent to staff's likely change of position, and'

staff had the opportunity to present any revised views it had in those

hearings. Staff chose not to present any changed testimony expl:ining

its "likely" change of position, and completion of those proceedings

should eliminate any significance in staff's likely change of position

because of this item.

4. Licensee's Response to the NOV

The fourth issue cited by staff concerns the accuracy and complete-

ness of licensee's response to the October- 25, 1979 Notice of Violation

(NOV) imposing a civ'il penalty on licensee for actions leading to the
/6

THI-2 accident. Staff stated that it was not until after the close of

the evidentiary record that it uncovered evidence indicating that the

licensee may have knowingly provided false information to the NRC in its

response to the NOV.45 This matter was not specifically litigated,

although licensee's response to the accident was litigated.

45There is a related issue here. The Keaten Report was changed to
conform to the false information in the response to the NOV when the
Task Force apparently accepted those changes without independent
assessment. Staff in Supp. No. 5 discounts this matter by stating
"[t]he evidence does not support a conclusion ... that such changes were

[ Footnote Continued]
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This issue raises a significant safety concern regarding whether

individuals in licensee's management made material false statements to

the NRC in that, if true, it reflects some lack of integrity in I

licensee's management. However, the two individuals primarily

responsible for this response -- Robert Arnold and Edward Wallace -- are

no longer associated with TMI-1 activities. Accordingly, the Commission

finds that staff's likely change of position regarding this issue is not

currently significant enough to warrant further hearings.46 Since the j

Commission has decided that this issue is no longer significant because i

of the removal of Arnold and Wallace, licensee is to notify the

Commission before returning either of these individuals to responsible

positions at TMI-1.

5. Overall Impact of Staff's Likely Change of Position

Even though, as indicated above, none of the items cited by staff

for its likely change of position taken individually are significant

enough to require hearings beyond those now underway, we must still

consider the impact that a possible change of position by staff might

have had on the Licensing Board's overall finding on licensee's manage-

ment.

!

[ Footnote Continued]
the result of any influence on the task force by management." Supp.
No. 5 at 8-14. See discussion infra .

46
As discu: sed infra, the Commission finds that there is no factual

dispute regarding Dieckamp's decision not to become involved in this
matter, and that his decision not to involve himself is not culpable.

. . . .
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Staff in Supp. No. 5 stated that the four cited matters

collectively indicated "a pattern of poor attitude toward training

responsibilities and leak rate testing requirements, a failure to

provide accurate and complete statements to the NRC, an unwillingness to

admit violations of NRC requirements and a failure to promptly report

cheating and its subsequent coverup." Based on this, staff "would

likely [have concluded] that the licensee had not met the standard of

reasonable assurance of no undue risk to public health and safety."

Supp. No. 5 at 13-5.

Those statements in Supp. No. 5 directly conflict with staff's

testimony in the restart proceeding. For instance, one issue specified

for the restart proceeding was "[w] hat are the views of the NRC inspec--

tors regarding the quality of the management of TMI Unit 1 and the

corporate management, staffing, organization and resources of Metro-

politan Edison." CLI-80-5,11NRC408,409(1980). The Board, at

staff's urging, found that "the NRC inspectors believe the Licensee to

of properly managing and safely ||' perating THI Unit 1."o 14be capabla

NRC at 504. The Board noted in this regard that it had " relied very

_I_d. atheavily upon the Staff's proposed findings on this issue...." d

502.

Similarly, the Licensing Board noted that, "[b]ased upon intangible

subjective observations, the NRC staff witnesses believe that the senior

management for TMI and GPU Nuclear are probably above the norm for other

utilities the Staff has looked at in reviewing six plants in the last

year for near-tem operatirig licensees.... The Staff witnesses had

-N- P _ _ _.._ ___.__ _ _ _____ _ __ __ _ _ ____ _ __ m_ _ . _.-
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nothing unfavorable to report and had no recommendation for further
'

inquiry." Id.. at 430.47

The question then concerns what impact there would have been on the

Licensing Board's decision had staff testified that licensee "had not

met the standard of reasonable assurance of no undue risk to public

health and safety," and, correspondingly, whether staff's statement that

it would "likely" have so testified invalidates the Licensing Board's

overall favorable finding on licensee. The Commission finds that

staff's "likely" change cf position does not invalidate the Licensing

Board's decision. First, there was substantial other testimony on

licensee's acceptability. Second, and more important, the Licensing

Board examined individual issues bearing on licensee's acceptability.

The Board, which was charged with fully inquiring into licensee's

acceptability, could not have accepted staff's assertions without

inquiry into the underlying events. Hence, while this testimony could

have had a significant impact on the Licensing Board's deliberations and

.the course and timing of the hearing, the issue before the Board would

have involved the seriousness of these events, and whether adequate

corrective action had been taken. Therefore it likely would at most

! have led to further consideration of the specific issues cited by staff,

i in light of staff's altered views, rather than to further hearings on

i some abstract notion of corporate adequacy. The need for hearings on

those issues has been discussed supra.

_

47Numerous other witnesses also testified on this issue, and many

[ Footnote Continued]

. . . . . . . .
.
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D. Summary

Of the four issues cited by staff for its likely change of

position, one is currently pending before the Licensing Board

(training), one was already fully litigated (Floyd certification), and

two are no longer significant to the operation of THI-1 (Hartman

allegations and response to NOV). Thus, we do not find staff's new

position to be of such significance as to warrant any further hearings

beyond those now ongoing.

VI. Alleged Discrimination Against Parks, King and Gischel

A. Background

Messrs. Park, King and Gischel raised health and safety concerns

regarding the way the cleanup of TMI-2 was being conducted. They first

raised these concerns to the licensee, and then to the NRC and the

public. Each eventually left TMI-2, either by transfer (Parks and

Gischel) or dismissal (King). OI issued an investigative report on'

these matters in two parts. The first part covered the alleged sa ety
,

concerns, while the seccnd concerned the alleged discrimination. 01

Investigative Report No. H-83-002. The factual circumstances

surrounding each case is discussed in detail in Supp. No. 5. We provide

a brief summary below.

[ Footnote Cantinued]
individuals in licensee's management structure testified before the
Board. The Board discussed each individual-in licensee's management
structure in-finding that structure acceptable.
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Gischel, who was the GPUN Plant Engineering Director at TMI-2,

suffered a stroke in June 1982. He subsequently consulted Corporate

Stress Control Services, Inc. about some physical impairments resulting

from the stroke. He was advised that he should take a

neuropsychological examination, and one was scheduled for him. He did

not take the exam, and subsequently Stress Control advised the licensee

of its view that he should take the exam. Licensee and Gischel had a

running disagreement about whether he had to take the exam as a condi-

tion of continued employment. The disagreement was ended by agreeing

that Gischel would accept a transfer to a non-nuclear job.

King, who was the Plant Operations Director at TMI-2, was also at

the same time the President of Quiltec, which provided engineering

services to nuclear power plants. Several GPUN employees had gone to

work for Quiltec after resigning from employment with GPUN. Upon

learning of King's involvement with Quiltec, Arnold had him suspended

without pay. This was revised to suspension with pay until, after a

further investigation, King was fired. King maintained there was no

conflict of interest because Quiltec did not solicit GPUN employees.
48Parks, a Bechtel employee, worked as an Operations Engineer in

the Site Operations Department. Parks had four specific complaints of
.

harassment: (1) he was relieved of his duties as Alternate Startup and

Test Supervisor; (2) he was interrogated as part of a Bechtel investiga-

tion into alleged violations of conflict-of-interest standards; (3) he

48Bechtel is a prime GPU contractor on the cleanup of TMI-2.
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was replaced as the primary Site Operations (S0) Department representa-

tive on the Test Working Group (TWG) for the Reactor Building Polar

Crane Project; and (4) he was placed on leave of absence with pay and

prohibited entry to the jobsite.

The Department of Labor (DOL) investigated the Parks matter and

concluded that Parks had been discriminated against for raising health

and safety concerns. The NRC staff in Supp. No. 5, consistent with

D0L's findings, found that the above four actions were improper. Staff

also found three additional improper acts bearing on the integrity of

GPUN management.49

Bechtel's position is that Parks by making grave accusations

concerning the professional competence and integrity of several of his

coworkers lost his ability to function as a member of the professional

organization at THI-2. The DOL complaint was settled when Bechtel >

transferred Parks to a job in California.
,

.

B. Parties' Comments

TMIA asserted that the "' whistle blowers' had struggled for months

to bring their concerns [of substantial safety significance] to the

attention of GPU management, in hopes they would be resolved. Not only
,

49These acts were: (1) Comments by Barton (GPUN) threatening to
fire or suspend Parks for publicly airing his allegations;
(2) statements by B. Kanga (Bechtel) to Parks advising him not to
publicly state his concerns, as another employee who had gone public had
been humiliated;-and (3) Kanga's statement to Parks that he had put
Bechtel in a bad light with a client and stood a good chance of being
fired.

..
. .
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:
were their concerns ignored by management, the ' whistle blowers' were

subjected to harassment which intensified when they persisted in voicing

their legitimate concerns." TMIA Motion to Reopen at 5. TMIA
,

maintained the.0I investigation confirmed that the safety violations

occurred, and that GPU harassed those trying to voice their concerns.

This, TMIA asserted, "has created an atmosphere of fear and intimidation

making individual disclosures of safety violations impossible." Id. at.

13. In TMIA's view, these actions are the clearest demonstration "of

the nexus between GPU's lack of competence and their lack of integrity."
50Id_.

Staff concluded that only Parks was harassed, and that this harass-

ment was an isolated occurrence and not programmatic in. nature.- Staff,

noting that GPUN has now promulgated policies designed to protect'

employees who raise safety concerns, found that .this issue does not meet -

the standards for reopening.

Licensee stated that it commissioned Edwin Stier to investigate
t

this matter, and Stier concluded that there had been no harassment.

-Regarding OI's conclusions,-licensee stated-they raise questions only

about Robert Arnold, who is no longer associated with TMI-1.

,

#

50TMIA also asserted that Joyce Weinger, King's secretary, was
discriminated against because she supported King. We do not address
Weinger's case because it does not appear the action taken against her
was related to raising safety concerns, and therefore that matter does
not fall within the NRC's jurisdiction.

i
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C. Analysis.

There do not appear to be any material issues of disputed fact here

regarding the basic actions taken. It is unquestioned that (1) these

individuals raised safety concerns, and (2) they thereafter lost their

jobs at TMI, either by firing or transfer.51 However, in each case

there does appear to be a dispute regarding whether the evidence indi-

cates a connection between those two events.

The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5851) and the

Comission's regulations (10 CFR 50.7) protect employees from

discrimination for raising health and safety issues. Hence, if it were

to be established that licensee's upper management (which oversees both

THI-1 and TMI-2) engaged in a pattern of discrimination against or -

condoned discrimination against individuals because they raised safety

concerns, this might raise a significant safety / integrity issue which

could fiave changed the Licensing Board's decision. See ALAB-738, 18 NRC

177,198 (1983) (" reprisals against whistleblowers-employees -- if they

are proven and if a nexus to TMI-1 management is suggested -- certainly

reflect negatively on management integrity'and would provide a basis for

furtherexploration").

We will first discuss the case of King. King, while a GPUN

employee, was also President of a company hiring GPUN employees
,

(Quiltec). In addition, King had sent current GPUN employees to act as

Quiltec representatives. GPUN, although it did not have a clear

51We note that no party has moved to reopen because of the
procedural violations themselves.

--
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conflict of interest policy, did have a policy of strictly limiting

recruiting of employees from other companies with which they did
.

business and, equally as strenuously, protecting their own employees

from outside recruitment. The Commission has concluded from the facts

developed by OI that licensee's actions concerning King were not

improper, and that there is insufficient evidence to warrant a hearing

on the inference that licensee's actions were motivated by the fact that

King had raised safety. concerns.

The Commission notes in this regard that the only reasonable

criticisms of licensee here are that a Bechtel employee had a private

procurement investigation of King conducted, that licensee acted

peremptorily in suspending King without pay based on the limited infor-

mation it then possessed, and that the timing of King's suspension and

ultimate removal was unfortunate.52 None of these criticisms raise a

significant safety issue. The investigation by the Bechtel employee

appears to have been at least partly based on a personality conflict,

and GPUN did not approve of that investigation. Regarding the second

criticism, licensee had sufficient information to act against King when

it did, and that action was substantiated by a later inquiry. Moreover,

licensee revised the suspension to one with pay to obtain further

information from King regarding his safety concerns. Finally, while the

52With regard to TMIA's speculation that management knew of Aing's
involvement with Quiltec at an earlier date, but did not become
concerned until King began raising safety concerns, the Commission finds
that such speculation would be based on no more than rumor and,
accordingly, does not raise a significant safety concern.

_~ _ __ _ _ . _ _ _ . __
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timing of the suspension may have given the appearance that it was

retaliatory, the evidence does not support such a conclusion. Appear-

ances alone do not raise significant safety issues warranting a hearing.

Hence the Comission finds that this issue does not raise a significant

safety concern which might have altcred the Licensing Board's decision.

We next turn to Gischel. The issue here concerns licensee's

motivation in requiring Gischel to take a neuropsychological

examination.53 In essence, licensee was faced with contradictory

medical advice. On the one hand, Stress Control advised licensee that

Gischel needed to take the neuropsychological examination for a full

evaluation of his condition, and that in the absence of an exam Gischel

. posed a risk to himself and others in unescorted areas of the plant.54

On the other hand, Gischel's physician stated that there was no need for

him to take the examination.

The Comission concludes GPUN did not act improperly under these

circumstances. The evidence developed by OI indicates that licensee was
i

( motivated by concern for Gischel's physical problems, and, indeed, if
!

licensee had not acted as it did it could have been criticized for-!

| failing to act regarding a potential safety concern. The Comission

further notes in this regard that it was Gischel, not licensee, who
i

?

53Gischel made numerous' other complaints of harassment. The
; Comission agrees with the staff's analysis that these other complaints'

were without merit. See Supp. No. 5 at 10-21, 10-22.
;

| 54TMIA criticizes the actions of Stress Control in this case. The
| motivations and acts of Stress Control are not at issue here. To the

extent TMIA is arguing that GPUN and Stress Control together acted
improperly, any such inference is based on pure speculation.

,
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continued to change the ground rules and the format for taking the

examination.

As in the case of King, this controversy happened to occur at the

same time that Gischel was raising safety concerns. While this may have

given the appearance of retaliation, the evidence does not support such

an inference. Hence, the Commission concludes that this issue does not

raise a significant safety concern which might change the Licensing

Board's decision.

Finally, we turn to Parks. The actions taken against Parks present

a more difficult question than those taken against King and Gischel. If

the NRC staff's findings of harassment are accepted, then licensee is

responsible for discrimination against Parks. While the Commission does
|

| not necessarily agree with all staff's conclusions, the Commission has

decided to accept those conclusions for the purposes of this analysis

because, even if accepted, those conclusions do not warrant further

hearings.

The issue then is whether the harassment found by staff meets the

standards for reopening, i.e., whether it raises a significant safety

issue which might have affected the Licensing Board's decision. The

Commission finds that it does not for the following reasons. First,

Parks was a Bechtel employee, and Bechtel must bear primary responsi-

bility for his harassment, although GPUN bears responsibility for acts

of its contractor.55 Second, there has been no showing of a widespread

55The cleanup at TMI-2 is being conducted as a joint effort by GPU

[ Footnote Continued]

. .
.
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pattern of discrimination against more than one individual. Third ,

Robert Arnold, the major GPUN official involved, is no longer associated

with TMI-1 activities. Fourth, these acts occurred at TMI-2, not TMI-1,

and hence they relate to the safe operation of TMI-1 only insofar as

there is an overlap of individuals or policies. The Commission finds

that the removal of Arnold eliminates any such overlap. Fifth, licensee

has now adopted clear policies to prevent any future harassment or

intimidation. For these reasons the Commission concludes that this

issue does not require hearings.

VII. The Keaten Report

A. Background

Licensee shortly after the accident established ar. internal task

force to investigate certain aspects of the accident. That task force,
.

headed by R.W. Keaten, produced several drafts before the final report

-- the Keaten Report -- was issued. Several questions were raised

regarding some of the changes made by management to the report from

draft to draft.

In addition, the review of the Keaten Report raised a question

concerning the accuracy of information contained in licensee's response

to the NRC's October 25, 1979 Notice of Violation (NOV). In particular,

[FootnoteContinued]
Nuclear and its contractor Bechtel. The limited direct involvement of
GPUN employees in any acts of harassment do not raise a significant
safety issue because of the remedial acts taken by GPU Nuclear
management, see Supp. No. 5 at'13-9, and because of the. limited nature
of that involvement.

_- _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. - - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ ____a
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licensee in response to the NOV stated "there is no indication that this

procedure [concerning closure of the power operated relief valve (PORV)

block valve] or the history of PORV discharge line temperatures delayed

recognition that the PORY had stuck open during the course of the

accident," and that elevated relief valve discharge line temperatures

"do not appear to have been the result of a leaking PORV," but rather

were related to a leaking code safety relief valve. The Keaten task

force draft reports being circulated internally to upper management at

| the time of licensee's response to the NOV contained information in

! conflict with the above two statements.
!

! Staff after reviewing 01's investigative report concluded that
!
'

" licensee did willfully violate the emergency procedure and that state-

ments were made by the licensee in its response to the NOV that were

neither accurate nor complete and that were contrary to other

information in the possession of the licensee." Supp. 5 at 8-19.

Regarding the individual's involved, staff concluded that while

E. Wallace (now at Oyster Creek) "was most closely involved ... the

responsibility for the licensee's inaccurate and incomplete statements

must be shouldered by R.C. Arnold, who reviewed and signed the submis-

sion to the NRC, and by H.M. Dieckamp, who reviewed the response before

it was submitted and chose 'not to intervene.'" Id. at 8-21.

B. Parties' Comments

TMIA argued that the Task Force " improperly modif[ied] findings and

conclusions on its own initiative." TMIA 2.206 Petition at A-173. TMIA

alleged the changes were made to improve GPU's litigative posture in GPU

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _
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v. B&W, to conform the Keaten Report to the false response to the NOV,

and to present GPU to the NRC in a better light. TMIA maintained this

is significant because Keaten and Long, the central task force members,

were and continue to be part of GPUN's management structure.56

With regard to the false response to the NOV and the corresponding

incorrect changes to the Keaten Report, TMIA stated "what is perhaps

most disturbing is the company's continued support for the false premise
'

upon which Licensee's dishonest response to the Notice of Violation was

based.... Clearly, Licensee is either suffering from serious perceptual

problems, or feels obligated to persist in maintaining self-serving,

noncredible positions." Id_. at A-180-81.

TMIA next argued that licensee has misrepresented to the Commission

the purpose of the Keaten Report. TMIA compared statements by Kuhns and

Dieckamp to the Commission that the Report was only fcr internal

purposes with statements by Keaten and Arnold that they recognized the

report would be made public. TMIA also argued that the nature of the

changes made to the Report, and the various rationales for those

changes, belie the view that the report was only for internal use.

Finally, TMIA maintained that licensee improperly withheld the

Keaten Report from the restart proceeding. TMIA argued the Report was

directly relevant to issues in the proceeding, and licensee's "various

excuses [for why it did not provide the report] not only contradict
/

56Long is currently the GPUN Vice President for Nuclear Assurance,
' while Keaten is the Director of Engineering Projects, GPUN.

. . .. . .
.
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themselves, but, when viewed together, appear implausible." Id. at

A-200.;

UCS argued that further hearings are required on licensee's

response to the NOV and the revisions to the Keaten Report. UCS,

asserted the false response to the NOV "is a direct and damning

indictment of licensee's management integrity." UCS maintained the

revisions to the Keaten Report were made to conform it to the false NOV

response, "to shift blame away from GPU in preparation for the company's

litigation against B&W and generally to minimize or remove concessions

[
of regulatory violations or even misjudgment on the part of licensee's

management." UCS Comments at 49. UCS claimed that this shows that
!

licensee is not interested in learning the lessons from TMI-2 when to do

so might imply fault or responsibility, and demonstrates a lack of

integrity. UCS argued there must be a limit to the NRC's tolerance of

licensee removing implicated individuals without disavowing their acts,

and that the denials by Keaten, Long.and Arnold of any attempt to

dictate the contents.of the Keaten Report because of positions taken in

the NOV response are incredible. Rather, UCS claimed, the evidence

shows that Keaten allowed the task force to be used as a tool in

management's efforts to deceive the NRC.

UCS argued that material false statements were made to the NRC "and

that current GPU management has neither disavowed them nor held anyone

accountable." UCS maintained that these facts, if proven, establish

"that GPU lacks the integrity to be entrusted with a license to operate

a nuclear plant," and therefore the standards for reopening are met.

UCS comments at 52.

- _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The Commonwealth maintained that changes to the Keaten Report were

made to avoid liability in GPU v. B&W, and to conform to the misleading

response to the NOV. The Commonwealth argued that although the sequence,

of events is cl' ear, two questions remain to be resolved through,

hearings. Those questions are whether all those who may have influenced

the Report have been identified, and "[w]ould current management of GPU

and do current management practices at TMI-1 preclude a repetition of a

similar episode, a . ' how?" Commonwealth Comments at 5.
'

Staff found no improper influence in the revisions to the Keaten
,

Report, and that licensee was under no obligation to provide that- Report

to the NRC earlier than it did. Regarding the licensee's inaccurate,

response to the NOV, staff concluded that reopening is not warranted

because the individuals responsible (Arnold and Wallace) are no longer

associated with TMI-1, an'd because Mr. Dieckamp's involvement was not

. . improper.

Licensee stated that the only issue raised here concerns the

response to the NOV, and no hearings are warranted because neither of

the individuals implicated is involved with TMI-1 restart.

,

C. Analysis

There are four separate matters which must be considered -- the

changes to the Keaten Report, licensee's response to the NOV, licensee's,

- obligation to provide the Keaten Report to the NRC, and licensee's
-

recent statements and actions regarding that Report. We will discuss

I

. each in turn.

|

!
.

'
,

~
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1. Changes to the Keaten Report

Some of the changes discussed by TMIA do appear clearly to be

designed to improve licensee's image in the Report. For instance, the

conclusion that "the general operational condition appears to indicate a

lack of management awareness of problems, an insufficiently stringent

standard by which to evaluate operations, and/or a management philosophy

which accepted this situation, at least in the short run" was changed to

"the task force did not perform a thorough review of the role played by

TMI management relative to the identified problems...." Similarly, the

thought that if certain specific actions had been taken by the licensee

"the operators might have had sufficient information to recognize the

stuck -valve" was changed to "the need for improved means for identifying

a stuck open PORV might have been recognized."

While there are no factual controversies regarding what changes

were made, there is some controversy regarding the reason for those

changes. It can be argued from the existing information that the

changas were made to make licensee look better, both from a litigative

posture and otherwise. The question we see is whether that issue

warrants hearings. In our view, revisions to an internal report, even

if designed for some external use, do not raise serious integrity

concerns unless there is a showing that false information was used

negligently or intentionally. The changes here for the most part

reflected differences in judgn. regarding managerial matters rather

than technical matters of fact or expert judgment. The only apparent

false information we are aware of in the Keaten Report is the same

information as in licensee's response to the NOV. That information was

.- _ _
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inserted in the Keaten Report based on reliance on Wallace. We see no

integrity concern in the mere fact that a task force in preparing a

report relied on representations made to it. While in hindsight it
i

appears reliance should not have been placed on Wallace, in the absence

of _any other evidence indicating an improper motive, we believe the act

at the time was reasonable.

In addition, the Licensing Board in addressing licensee's response

to the accident did not rely on licensee's testimony. The Licensing

Board found the testimony of Keaten and Long "more positive than appears

warranted." 14 NRC at 539. The Appeal Board, in addressing a challenge

to licensee's witnesses on this issue, found "that the direct testimony _

of licensee's witnesses was not particularly probative or responsive to

the issue at hand. But we also find that.the Licensing Board appears to4

share that view, inasmuch as it did not rely on their testimony to any

significant extent in reaching its conclusions on [this issue]....

Thus, although the testimony of licensee's witnesses ... was not espe-

cially useful, it also did not provide the evidentiary basis for any

critical finding by the Board." 19 NRC at 1258-59. Thus'further

- information on licensee's view of the accident would not have had any

impact on the Licensing Board's decision.

In sum, then, the Commission finds that the _ changes to the Keaten

Report,'even if designed to improve GPU's position, do not raise a

significant safety issue which might have changed the Licensing Board's

decision.
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2. Licensee's Response to the NOV

There are no factual controversies regarding licensee's response to

the NOV. It appears that licensee made material false statements in its

response, but the two individuals primarily responsible (Arnold and

Wallace) are no longer associated with TMI-1. The only individual left

who was involved in any way is Dieckamp, and we see no significant
|-
i factual disputes regarding his involvement. He reviewed the matter,

found the argument " kind of thin," and chose not to intervene. While in

hindsight this may have been unwise, it does not raise a significant

safety concern.

With regard to the UCS challenge to licensee's practice of shifting

employees in question away from TMI-1, the Appeal Board in ALAB-772

discussed this issue in connection with whether further hearings were

warranted on the "information flow" issue:

We would agree that, if further hearing established
significant improper action by ... any employee -- the
corporate entity itself must bear some of the responsibility.
The degree would depend on the circumstances and conduct
involved. In that sense, then, the corporate entity can never
be held blameless for past acts. But the question here is
whether the corporate entity can reasonably assure more'

responsible conduct by its managers in the future. A
corporate entity is a ' person' in the legal sense that it can
sue and be sued and incur responsibilities, but in a real
sense it can 'act' solely at the direction of individuals.
Replacing high level managers can therefore effect a
corresponding substantive change in the philosophy and overall
behavior of management .... [I]t cannot be gainsaid that [the
absence of the implicated individuals] from the ranks of
licensee's managers removes a large hurdle in licensee's patg8
to proving it is competent to manage TMI-1 in a safe manner.

OWe also note that the ' corporate entity' to which TMIA
refers has'been denied permission to operate TMI-1 for more
than five years. Virtually every aspect of its plant manage-
ment and operation has undergone, and will continue to be
subject to, scrutiny by the NRC and myriad external

- - - . _ _ _ _ .
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organizations (including intervenors) greater than that to,

.which most.other plants are subjected. Thus, it cannot be
fairly said that the corporate entity has escaped sanction for'

its action in connection with the TMI-2 accident."

19 NRC at 1264-65, 1265 n.98. With the removal of Arnold and Wallace,
.

further hearings on this issue are not warranted.'

,

)
~

13. Licensee's Obligation to Provide.the Keaten
leport to the NRC

.There is no factual dispute regarding the circumstances under which
,

[ licensee provided the Keaten Report to the NRC, although contrary

inferences can be drawn regarding why the licensee did'not provide it

!' - earlier. Any~ failure here would not be a material false statement, as

the NRC staff has concluded that it_was already aware of the technical
..

information in the Report, but rather a violation of the Board Notifica-

tion procedures, which require that all new information which is

relevant and material be provided to the Boards in' a timely fashion.

Regardless, although licensee perhaps should out of discretion have

-

provided it to the Board, the Commission finds no serious concern here
~

. warranting a-hearing.

4. ~ Licensee's Recent Statements and Actions
- Regarding the Report

Intervenors argued that licensee is now misrepresenting the purpose

of the Report, and that licensee has failed to take appropriate action

i .against those implicated?in wrongdoing by 01. The Commission finds

nothing warranting a hearing in-licensee's contradictory statements

regarding the purpose of the report. .Those statements indicate'that the

>
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purpose of the Report was an internal study, but it was recognized that

the study might well be made public and hence have a public impact.
2

Nor do we believe a hearing is warranted on licensee's disciplinary

actions (or lack thereof). There is no controversy regarding what acts

were taken, but rather with regard to the propriety of those acts. We

do not find licensee's practice of defending its employees prior to a

formal detennina'. ion of wrongdoing unreasonable. While Wallace and

Arnold have been implicated in wrongdoing, they have not been found

guilty,- and we do not believe licensee's actions toward these

- individuals raise any significant integrity concerns which might have

affected the Licensing Board's decision, and accordingly they do not

meet the standards for reopening.

VIII. Changes to Lucien Report

A. Background

Shortly after the accident 'K.P. Lucien, an employee of Energy

Incorporated (EI), under contract with GPU, investigated the factors

that led up to the loss of feedwater during the accident. Lucien issued

- a report on September 1,1979 which was critical of the startup and test

program at TMI-2. Members of the startup and test program disagreed

with Lucien's report and set up a meeting with Lucien to discuss their

disagreement. As a result of that conversation Lucien made several

- changes to his report. The issue is whether anyone acted improperly in

connection with those changes.

,
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B. ' Parties' Comments

TMIA, ' citing its 2.206 petition, stated that further hearings are

required on this issue. THIA made no argument regarding why the record

should be reopened, instead merely stating its view of the facts of this

issue and their significance.

The NRC staff concluded that this matter does not meet the

standards for reopening. Staff maintained that the changes to the

Lucien Report do not raise questions about the integrity of the

individuals involved, and there-is no evidence that anyone in licensee's

management was involved in-the changes.

Licensee maintained that this issue raises no integrity concern,

and hence does not provide a basis for reopening.

C. Analysis

TMIA has presented no-factual disputes which would warrant further

hearing. Rather, the questions TMIA raise involve the inferences to.be

. drawn-from the facts presented by OI in its investigative report. We

have examined the facts involved and do not believe that they warrant

further hearings, or that the inferences which can reasonably be drawn-

from those facts-warrant further hearings.

We will address two' illustrative examples. .TMIA maintained that

Lucien's' original finding that certain startup and test records may have

- been falsified was improperly changed. Lucien's original conclusion had

been based on his review of records' showing' tests had been completed in

one day when those tests could not physically have'been done in one day.

Lucien' changed his conclusion when it was explained to him that only the

__;

I . - . - - .. .- .
.

-
-
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date the overall testing process was finished was placed on the records.

Lucien, based on this understanding, found that the discrepancy in the

records "was the result of ' poor' administrative practices and record-

keeping."

The second example concerns the handwritten memo accompanying

Lucien's report when it was delivered to the Keaten Task Force. That

memo stated, "[p]er our understanding with R. Keaten, please launder

this to bring it into line wits your presentation of the forthcoming

master task force report." Both Lucien and Long, to whom the memo was

addressed, stated that the term " launder" meant only make the report

conform with the written structure of the Keaten Report. TMIA concluded

that " launder" was intended to mean conceal. TMIA supported this

conclusion by arguing that the final Keaten Report was in fact substan-

tially less critical than the Lucien Report.

We do not agree with TMIA's inference that Lucien and Long are

[ lying. The explanation given by Lucien and Long is reasonable, and the

.

fact that the Keaten Report differed from the Lucien Repert does not

show an intent to conceal. We are aware of no direct evitence of

wrongdoing in this matter, and hence conclude that hearings are not

warranted.

IX. Change in Operator Testimony at GPU v. B&W Trial

A. Background

During the review of the GPU v. B&W lawsuit record, it was deter-

mined that the trial testimony of W.H. Zewe (former THI-2 Shift

- _ - _ . _ . - . . _ - . , _ ,. - - - .-_ ..-. -
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Supervisor) and E.R. Frederick (former TMI-2 operator) concerning

whether high pressure injection (HPI) had been manually initiated on the

morning of the accident differed significantly from previous statements

made under oath by Zewe, Frederick, and C.C. Faust (former TMI-2

operator). These three individuals had previously stated that HPI had

been manually initiated when the last two reactor coolant pumps were

secured. At the GPU v. B&W trial, however, Zewe did not remember

whether HPI had been initiated at that time, while Frederick testified

that HPI could not have been initiated.

OI's investigation indicated that the changes in testimony were

brought about by GPU's trial attorneys and were b::ed on technical

analyses that had been prepared subsequent to their prior statements.

It also appears, however, that there is some question about the'

truthfulness of Frederick's statement at trial and to 0I that he had

never previously taken a position on whether HPI had been initiated.

Staff in NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5 indicated that because of this concern,

and hjs possible involvement in TMI-2 leak rate falsification, it would

withhold Frederick's TMI-1 Instructor Certification until these issues

are resolved.

B. Parties' Comments

TMIA, without addressing whether there are factual disputes and

whether the standards for reopening are met, argued that further

hearings are required on this issue. TMIA's position is apparently

based on .its conclusion that the change in testimony "was the result of

pressure exerted by GPU's attorneys and/or management, and likely
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untruthful." TMIA 2.206 petition at A-238-39. TMIA also appeared to

imply that licensee should have changed its official TMI-2 accident

" sequence of events."

Staff concluded that the standards for reopening are not met

because there is no " conclusive evidence of intentional misrepresenta-

tion," nor any evidence indicating improper activity or coercion by GPUN

management. Staff comments it 30.

Licensee stated this issue does not warrant reopening because there

is no evidence "that licensee management influenced or made any attempt

to influence the testimony of the operators in the B&W litigation."

Licensee comments at 26.

C. Analysis

There are no factual disputes here (cept for the concern about

Frederick's earlier position. We believe staff's actions concerning

Frederic'k are reasonable, and that hearings on this issue would serve no-

/ ',useful purpose. We note in this regard that TMIA's inference that the
,

change in testimony must have been improperly motivated is unsupported

by any factual evidence, and it appears the change in testimony resulted

from new technical analyses which had not previously been available to

Zewe and Frederick, and which were brought to their attention by GPUN

counsel to refresh their memories. We also believe licensee was under

no obligation to modify its official sequence of events because it is no

longer material to any regulatory action, and, accordingly, licensee is

under no obligation to revise that document when new information becomes

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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available. Hence, this issue does not meet the standards for reopening

the record.

X. Financial / Technical Interface

A. Background

One issue the Commission directed the Licensing Board to examine

was whether the relationship between licensee's " corporate finance.and

t'echnical departments is such as to prevent financial considerations

from having an improper impact upon technical decisions." CLI-80-5, 11

NRC 408, 409 (1980).

The only evidentiary presentation by the NRC staff on this issue

was in the SER Supplement on management issues, NUREG-068C Supp. No. 1.

Staff in Supp. No. 1 stated that there was no indication undue

influence of financial considerations on TMI operation before the

accident. Licensee presented the testimony of.H. Dieckamp.

Since no intervenor presented evidence or proposed findings on this
~

. issue, the Licensing. Board found it to be an uncontested matter. 14 NRC

at 514.. The Licensing Board concluded that " Licensee's organizational

framework and its practice of committing substantial resources to its

nuclear business provides reasonable assurance that the relationship

between.its corporate finance snd technical departments is such as to

prevent financial considerations from having ~an improper impact upon

technical decisions." Id_. at 518. The finding was affirmed by the

Appeal Board. 19 NRC at 1272.
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The Licensing Board also examined other issues involving licensee's

finances in response to TMIA Contention 5. Sea 14 NRC at 479. These

issues included whether licensee (*) deferred safety-related maintenance

and repairs beyond the point established by its own procedures,

(2) failed to keep accurate and complete maintenance records related to

safety items, and proposed an excessive cut in the maintenance budget.

Staff's review of the GPU v. B&W lawsuit documents and 01's Keaten

investigative report suggested that insufficient resources had been made

available at TMI-2 prior to the accident, particularly with regard to

the secondary side of the plant. Staff in Supp. No. 5 thus stated that
,

"[t]his conclusion is at variance with staff's testimony" in the restart

proceeding. Supp. No. 5 at 8-33..

.

B. Parties' Comments

TMIA, which again presented its view of the facts with no explana-

tion of whether those facts mee$ the standards for reopening, would
jc

relitigate the entire issue of financial considerations.
,

Staff stated reopening is not required because the Licensing Board

relied on substantial evidence besides the now-questioned staff

statement, and because much of that evidence focused on the

post-accident period.

C. Analysis

The Commission has determined that this new information does not

meet the standards for reopening. With regard to the

_- _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _
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financial / technical interface issue, the Commission finds that much of

the evidence before the Licensing Board focused on the post-accident

periodi and that the new information -- which is primarily concerned

with pre-accident matters -- does not raise questions regarding

licensee's present financial commitments.

To the extent that TMIA is arguing that the entire issue of mainte-

nance and financial considerations should be relitigated, there was

evidence in the restart proceeding indicating that prior to the. accident

licensee had insufficient resources devoted to nuclear operations. Any

new information does not significantly add to-the record in that regard.-
_

Th'e concern today is with licensee's current program. That program has

been fully evaluated, and the new information does not raise serious

concerns about the adequacy of that system. .

XI. Timely Reporting of the BETA /RHR Reports

.A. Background

The BETA and RHR consultant reports were prepare'd for licensee in

early 1983,57 and were subsequently'provided to the NRC. The NRC's

Executive Legal Director in a June 14, 1983 memorandum concluded that
~

"[t]he licensee can be considered to have led to meet its duty to

make a Board Notification and its obligations under Section 186 (of the

.

57The BETA report was an efficiency study of TMI and Oyster Creek
prepared by Basic Energy Technology Associates, Inc.

The RHR report, prepared by Rohrer, Hibler.& Replogle, Inc.,
assessed operator attitudes at those facilities.

- . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ ____ -_-_ -- ._
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; Atomic Energy Act) by failing to provide the BETA and P"' reports in a

more timely fashion."

TMIA moved to reopen the record on this issue, and the Appeal Board

denied that motion in ALAB-774.

B. Parties' Comments

TMIA, again without addressing whether there are material facts in

dispute or whether the standards for reopening are met, stated this
I

l issue requires reopening. TMIA argued that licensee had improper

motives for withholding the reports, i.e., the adverse publicity which

would result and the Appeal Board's possible interpretation of the

reports' findings, and that licensee was willing to make a Board

Notification only when threatened by the NRC staff. TMIA maintained

that this evidences " serious integrity problems," and sets "an extremely

bad example from top management to subordinates as to what Licensee's -

legal responsibilities are." TMIA 2.206petitionat{-243.
p:

Licensee stated the Appeal Board already addressed this issue in
.

ALAB-774, and there is no new information on this issue.

The NRC staff maintained that this issue does not warrant reopening

because the OI investigation revealed no basis for questioning the

managerial integrity of any of the individuals involved. Staff also

found that adequate corrective action has been taken to remedy

licensee's failure to evaluate and provide the reports to the NRC in a

more timely fashion. Finally, the staff noted that its position is

consistent with that taken by the Appeal Board.

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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C. Analysis
_

The Commission in its order taking review of whether further

hearings are required stated "[t]he parties should not address matters

where motions to reopen have already been granted or denied on the same
,

information cited by staff, but rather should specify what, if any, new

information which has not yet been passed on by a Board warrants reopen-
,

ing of the record." CLI-84-18, 20 NRC (1984).

This issue was fully explored by the Appeal Board in ALAB-774. The
I.Commiss' ion decided not to take review of that decision. The parties

.

have brought forward no new information, and, accordingly, no further
4

analysis is needed. This issue does not warrant further hearings.

Summary
.

The Commission has decided to allow the Licensing Board to render a

decision on the Dieckamp mailgram and training issues. The Commission

has also decided to institute a separate proceeding on the Hartman>

*

allegations, and to offer Husted an opportunity to request a hearing on

the Appeal Board's condition barring him from working as a supervisor in

the training of non-licensed personnel. The Commission has decided that
.

hearings are not warranted on any other issue. Finally, the Commission
4

has decided to impose the following conditions on licensee:

4

| (1).Nopre-accidentTMI-2_ operator,shiftsupervisor,shiftforeman,or-

any other. individual both in the operating crew and on shift for

training as a licensed operator at TMI-2 prior to the accident
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shall be employed at TMI-1 in a responsible management or opera-

tional position without specific Comission approval.

I
i " Operational position" as used here includes any position involving
i

! actual operatio.1 of the plant, the direction or supervision of

operators, or independent oversight of operations. |

This condition shall also apply to the pre-accident Vice President,

Generai. ion, TMI-2 Station Manager, TMI-2 Superintendent, and TMI-2

Supervisor.of Operations. This condition shall not apply to

Michael Ross, and Brian Mehler may continue in his present position

consistent with this condition.

I
t

) (2) Licensee, in the absence of Comission authorization to the

contrary, is to retain its expanded Board of Directors and its

Nuclear Safety and Compliance Comittee. /.

,h':

Comissioners Asselstine and Bernthal disapproved this Order.

Their separate views are attached. The additional views of Chairman

Palladino and Comissioners Roberts and Zech are also attached.

It is so ORDERED.

De 4 ;, For the Co .ission1,4

,-

n |-
-- . . ?.

5 f k .0s) -

t;'. ' '' . ' 8 /. SAMUEL J. CHILK
2 .. <-' Secretary of the Commissione

DafeUdi' Washington,D.C.- L

this D day of A , 1985.

W
. --
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DISSENTING VIEUS OF COMPISSI0f1ER ASSELSTIr1E

. In its August 9, 1979 order establishing this proceeding, the Commission

concluded that it lacked the requisite reascrable assurance that Three liile

Island Unit I can be operated withcut endangering the healah and safety of

the public. Metropolitan Edison Cc. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station,

Unit No. 1), CLI-79-8, 10 NRC 141, 142 (1979). The Commission's order

enunerated a series of specific concerns supporting that conclusion,

including: the special safety vulnerabilities in the Babcock and Wilcox

desigr end the consequent greater burden that these reactors impose on the

plant operators; the potential interaction between Unit I and the damaged

Unit 2; the potential effect of cleanup activities at Unit 2 on the safe

operation of Unit 1; the deficiencies in emergency planning and statfor

crerating procedures which were so apparent during the Three f!ile Island

accident; al.J last, but not least, the serious questions about the

merecement capabilities and technical resources of the licensee which came

to lich+. as a result of the accident. Although the flRC staff had developed

a detailed set of required corrective actions to address many cf these

concerns, which the Commission expressly endorsed, the Commission found

that these actions alone were not enough to restare the Cennission's

confidence in the licensee's ability to operate this plant in a safe

manner. Therefore, the Commission determined that a hearing was receired

on the issues specified in its order. The Commission further determined

that this hearing must be completed, and the resulting decisfer of the

licensirc heard must be reviewed by the Commission, prinr to restart of the

facility. Id.

,

|
. _ - - _ - - - - - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . _ . . - _ _ . - _ _ . _ . _ _ - _ _ . . . _ - . _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - .
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In the ensuing years, a rurber of hearings have been held on the issues
.

identified in the Commission's August 9,1979 crc'er. In addition,

subsequent events have brcadened the scope of the issues which are relevant

to a decision on whether the licensee can opcrete TPI-1 without endancering

the health and safety of the public. Perhaps more than anything else,

these events have served to focus attention ir this proceeding on whether

the licensee has demonstrated the requisite competence and integrity to

operate the plant in a safe manner. These events, and the concerns they

raise, are not insignificant. Irdeed, several events were so significant

that they caused the NRC staff to cor.clude that it could not support its

previous testimony in favor of the licensee's competence and integrity.

These events include among others- the deliberate falsification of leak

- rate tests at TMI Unit 2 prior to the accident and the resulting criminal

conviction of the licensee for failure to even have a valid leak rate test;

the widespread cheating by TMI-1 operators on cccpany-administered tests

and NRC licensing exaniretions as part of the requalification process for

licensed operators; the false certification and manacercnt involvement in
!!

the coverup cf cheating by a licensed operator during the requalification
,

process; failures in the licensee's pre-accident and post-accident training

programs; evidence of contractor discrimination against an employee #cr

seeking to raise safety concerns; evidence of widespread failures to folicw

safety procedures in the THI-2 cleanup, and inaccuracies in the licensee's

response to the October 25, 1979 Notice of Violation which resulted from

the TMI accident. Some of these events -- most notably, the training and

cheating incidents -- are or have been the subject of hearings, but most

.
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beve ret. Sene have also been covered, in varying degrees, by

investigations by our Office of Investigations.

The question now before the Commission is whether additional hearings are

needed in order to fulfill the requirements in the Commission's 1979 order

prior to deciding to allow the restart of TMI-1. I conclude that further

hearings are recuired in four areas to fulfill the Commission's commitments

in the 1979 order. These areas are: (1) the Parks allegations regarding

discrimination and widespread violations of safety procedures in the TMI-?

cleanup; (2) the staff's change in position on the question of the

licensee's managerial competence and integrity; and, (3) TMI-2 leak rate

falsification and TMI-1 leak rate falsificatior.

Parks Allegatices

As 0I's May 18, 1984 report on the Parks allegations rctes the Department

of Labor has substantiated Mr. Parks' allegation that he was discrininated

against by the licensee's contractor for raisiro safety concerns regarding

the TMI-2 cleanup. In addition, OI's September 1, 1983 report on

allegations regarding TMI-2 safety procedures found widespread violations

by the licensee's contractor. The report went on to identify the failure

of senior licensee management to nonitor responsibly the contractor's work

and to hold the centractor accountable as the underlying cause of the

violations of THI-2 safety procedures.

,

9

6

- '
___--____m_m.__-___ _ . - - __--_-___..___._m_.___-__ ._
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The Parks allegations, and the ensuing 01 reports, raise several issues

which may he relevant to the licensee's managerial competerce and inteority

to operate Th'T-1. These issues include: the extent of discrimination

against employees for raising safety concerns; any involvement of licensee

personnel; the inplications of the discriminatory actions for the

competence and safety attitudes of the licensee's nanagement, and the

significance of the procedural violations and their relationship to a

determination on the competence and integrity of the licensee's operation

of THI-1. An opportunity for a hearing should be afforded on these issues.

Staff's Change in Position

*
.

The staff's change in position presents perhaps the most ccrpelling case

| for further hearir.gs to fulfill the Commission's comitments in the August

9, 1979 order. In its July 1984 re-evaluation of the licensee's management

integrity, the staff fcurd a pattern of activity by the licensee which, had

|'
it been kncwn by the staff at the time the staff formula'ted its position on

i.
management in the restart prcceeding, "would likely hafe resulted in a

conclusion by the staff that [the licensee: Fed not met the standard of

reasonable assurance of rc undue risk to the public health and safety."
I

! NUP.EG-0680, Supp. No. 5, p. 2-2. The staff went en to conclude, however,

that the licensee's present organization was acceptable. Id. That judgment

was based upon a variety of factors: the staff's finding on the

significance and extent of licensee participation in the pattern of events

which the staff identified as the basis for its charge in position; the

staff's finding that the pattern of events which it identified as

.

n -- , .- - -
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significant was all-inclusive; the staff's finding that the present

licensee organization was a new organization in all significant respects,

and the staff's findings regardine subscquent performance of the licensee's

new organization.

It is clear tFat the staff's change in position would have substantially

affected the licensing board's earlier positive cerclusicn on the

licensee's competence and integrity. I cannot believe that the board or

the Commission would have found acceptable a licensee organization which

the flRC staff found to lack the requisite competence and integrity. This

fact, together with the staff's refusal to identify the specific portions

of its previcus testimony which are no longer valid, provides a compelling

reason for further hearings on the broad question of the licensee's

nanagerial competence and integrity. That reason is further bolsterea by

the fact that there has been no opportunity for hearing on the many

judgr:crts rade by the staff, and the extensive new information relied upon

by the staff, in support of its current conclusion that the present

licensee organization possesses the requisite managerial competence and
,

integrity to operate the plant in a safe manner. Further, the Licensing

Beard has never been given an opportunity to address the issue of whether

all necessary remedial actions have been taken in response to these

prcblems. Given these factors, it is beyond question that the present

bearing record on the licensee's management competence and intearity is

stale and hardly serves as an adequate record upon which to make a

decisien.
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' Under these circumstances, the need to provide an opportunity for further

hearings on the conpetence and integrity of the licensee's current

orgerization is clear. Such hearings should include: a review of the:

present TMI-1 organization; consideration of the staff's reasers for its

charce in position and other factors affecting the validity of the ,

licensing board's previous conclusions on the question; the significance

and implications of a pattern of misconduct by the licensee; the
i

information and analysis which the staff points to in support o' its new'

conclusien regarding the competence and integrity of the licensee's current

organization; and the need for additional corrective actions.

TMI-2 and TMI-1 leak rate falsifications

I also disagree with the Commission's treatment of the TMI-1 and THI-2 leak

rateissues(Hartmanallegations). I believe that. hearings are required on

these issues and that those hearings must be e part of the TMI-1 restart

proceeding. The reasons given by the Commission order for not. reopening /

/4
the record on the TMI-2 leak rate issues are very interesting and may have >

'
/

sone relevance to whether the Connission can allow restart while the

hearings proceed; however, on the issue of whether the TMI-1 record should

be recpened, they are largely irrelevant.

We need not make predictions as to whether our hearing boards would find

these issues relevant to restart because the Appeal Board his already

decided that the restart record should be reopened to hear these isr.ues.

.

~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No.1),

ALAB-738, 18 NRC 177 (1983) and AlfE-77?, 19 NRC 1193 (1984).

The Board found that the Partman allegations raised significant safety

issues, stating:

Whether the Hartman allegations raise significant safety issues
need not detain us lorg. Alleged violation of technical
specifications, noncompliance with proper operating procedures,
and destructier ard falsification of records at Unit 2 before the
accident -- all assertedly under the auspices of at least first
level management -- obviously have serious inplications for the
proposed restart of Unit 1. The facts that the NRC staff referred
this matter to the Justice Department for criminal investicetien
and that the Pepartment has presented it to two Grand Juries
underscore its sicnificance. 18 NRC at 188.

The Board said that this was clearly within an issue the Commission

directed the Licensing Board to exarr.ine:

whether the actions of Metropolitan Edison's corporate or plant
management (or any part or individual rember thereof) in
connection with the accident at Unit 2 reveal deficiencies in the
corporate or plant management that nust be corrected before Unit 1
can be operated safely [.] Id.

The Board also cercluded that the Hartman allegations might have affected

the outcome of the Licensing Board proceeding. In fact, the Licensing

Board noted its lack of information about the Department of Justice matter

and made its conclusion that there were no deficiencies in corporate or

plant manecerent subiect to the Hartman matter. The Appeal Board said

that, in effect, the record never closed on this matter. Withcut an

on-the- record examination of the Hartnan matter, the Appeal Board said

|
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that the record contained a material gap and that it could not make a final

judgrsent as to the licensee's manageraent corpetence and integrity without

an a#cuote racord. The Appeal Board concluded that: "'The Comission's

pn mary commitment...to a fair and thorough hearing and decision' in this

case requires no less than an exploration of Hartman's charges at [a]

hearing. CLI-79-8, 10 NRC 141, 147 (1979)." Id. at 190

In choosing to take review of the Appeal Board's decision, the Comission

did not apply its usual standards for review. Normally the Comission only

reverses ar #ppeal Board decision for a clear abuse of discretion or a

clearly erroneous application of the law. 10 CFR 2.786. The Comission

has not applier that standard here. Instead the Comission chose to

reconsider the issue virtually without reference to the fact that the

Appeal Board had already decided the issue. See,tietropolitan Edison Co.

. (Three Mile Island ?!uclear Station, Unit No.1, CLI-84-18, 20 NRC 808(1984).)

The Comission has decided that the Appeal Board was wrcre and that it need

not reopen the TPI-1 hearing to take evidence on the Hartman issues. The

basis for the Comission's conclusion is the nass of information available

to the Comissier abcut changes to TMI management, personnel and

organization which has never been made a part of the hearina record and

which has never been tested in an adjudicatory setting. In 1979, the

Comission said that its decision on the management corpetence and

integrity issues was going to be made on the record developea at a hearing

before a licensing board. l'etropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island

u . .

.. .. .. .
.

.

_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _____
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fluclear Station, Unit ?!c.1), CLT-79-8,1G NFC 141 (1979). In its haste to

rectart T!!I-1, the Commission bas c'ecided to ignore that fact.

The information upon which the Ccmission relies to conclude that the

record need not be reopened has rever been the subject of a hearing. The

parties have never had an opportunity to subject this information to

cross-examination. The opportunity to file written comments on written

reports is hardly an adequate substitute. Further, the Licensing Board has

never had an opportunity to consider that infonnation. The Board could

very well decide that further ranagement, personnel or organizational

changes are necessary after reviewing a conplete hearing record on the

Hartman issues. In fact, the Licersing Board made it conclusion's subject

to the Hartman issues, and in effect, left the record open on these issues.

The Commission concludes, hcwever, that it knows enough about what happened

to find that there is no longer any safety significance to this issue.

This conclusion is based er the changes to licensee's organization,

quarantine of some personnel from operational pnsitions, and the statement

of the U.S. Attorney relating to the plea agreement between the covernment

and licensee on the criminal indictment. I cannot agree that the record is

sufficiently ecmplete that I can conclude with certainty that there is no

remaining safety significance to these issues.

There has never been a complete, public investigation of this natter. 01

did not conplete its investigation of this issue, and the grand jury

information is not available to us fcr evaluation. We have some

.. .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .-
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I

information which clearly indicates thet et least at TMI-2 the leek rate

falsi. ication was widespread arc' cendoned, if not encouraged by, first

level management. However, we do not krew precisely who was involved. We

also do not know whether anyone abcve the first level management should be

held responsible. Therefore, we do rot know whether all necessary remedial
i

actions have been taken.

ti.c Cermission relies on the statement of the U.S. Attorney for its
;

|

| conclusion that upper level management should not be held responsibic, and

that there is, therefore, no further remedial action which must be

taken. Unfortunately, the U.S. Attorney's statement while helpful as a

starting place to begin an investigation of the issue can hardly be termed

dispositive. We have no idea upon what information the U.S. Atterrey's

statement was based because we do not have access to grand jury materials.

Also, the interests of the U.S. Attorney's office are not coextensive with

those of the NRC. The U.S. Attorney is interested only in prosecutier for

viclations of criminal statues. The~ standards for proving criminal

vin 1ations are much higher than those we apply to determine violations cf

our regulations. Further, our interests go beyond mere personal

invc1vement in a particular act. We must also determine whether corporate

management should be held responsible for such actions, regardless of

direct involvement, because they allowed an attitude to develop such that

falsifications occurred and because they had not developed procedures to

assure that upper maragement was aware that the facility was' ret crerating

in conformity with its technical specifications. The Licensing Board has

never been given an opportunity to consider these issues, er whether

[..
- _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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sufficient remedial actions have been taken to prevent the recurrance of

such episodes and tc ensure that the plant will be operated safely,
a

In fact, the issue of corporate responsibility will ncycr be the subject of

a hearing. The Cornission has decided to throw a bone to the intervenors
,

in the TMI-1 restart case by offering a limited hearire, cutside the TMI-1

proceeding, which the Ccnmission calls a " full airing" of the issue. That

" full airing" will not address the involvement of aryone named by the U.S..

Attorney in his statement. Thus, most of the GPU Nuclear management, and

specifically Messrs. Kuhns and Dieckamp, are to be outside the scope of ,

the proceeding. 't will not address the issue of corporate responsibility.

This hardly amounts to a " full airing" of the issue. Obviously, the U.S.

Attorney was right when he said that the Corimission does not really care to

know the true extent of what occurred and vbo were responsible. All the

Commission seems to care ebcut is what control room operators were

involved. Once again the Commission denenstrates its talent for going for

the capillary in resolving an issue'.

While cur information on TMI-1 leak rates is substantially more complete

than that of the TMI-2 leak rate issues, that information is not a part of

the TPI-1 restart record and has never been tested in an adjudicatory

proceeding. I would also reopen the record on this issue so that there can

be a full airing of the issue and so that the Licensing Board has a

complete record before it when making a final judgment on the managecent

competence end integrity of the utility. This would ensure that all needed

.

_______ __--- _ - _ - - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
. ..
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remedial measures are required to further ensure that TMI-1 will bc

} operated safely.
!

|
Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, I conclude that further hearings are required on'

|
the subjects of TMI-2 and THI-1 leek rate falsifications, the Parks

! allegations, and the staff's cheroe in position on the question of the

licensee's management competence end integrity. Absent a commitment to

hold such hearings, I cannot find a basis for concluding that this licensee

possesses the requisite competence and integrity to operate TMI-1 in a

manner that will not endar.ger the health and safety of the public. In

deciding to deny further hearings on all but the question of THI-2 leak

rate falsifications, and to narrew the scope of that issue to the point

where the hearing will be little trore than a sham, the Coninission has both

abandoned the requirements it set forth in~its August 9, 1979 order and

broken its comitments to the public regarding the acceptable basis for a

decision to restart THI Unit 1. P.y its decision today, the Connission has

violated the trust of the pecple of central Pennsylvania.
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL

At the outset I feel compelled to say that I consider this unfortunate
split decision by the Comission on a matter as important as the TriI
proceeding to be only the latest and most outstanding public interest
casualty of the extraordinarily restrictive deliberative process under
which the Comission labors. That process virtually eliminates collegial
decision-making as a practical possibility. And thus is the public
deprived of what it deserves in the case of THI perhaps more than in any
other case considered by the Comission to date: a truly collegial
decision.

As for the order itself, I have disapproved it not because I believe that
further hea '.3s on certain matters are necessarily leoally required.
Indeed, the information available to the Comission indicates that there
have been sufficient changes in personnel and attitude in the GPU
organization so as to to offer substantial assurance that the significant
problems uf the past will not recur. And in keeping with their legal
right, the parties to this proceeding have had extensive opportunity to
coment on the available information, both in writing and in oral
presentations at past Comission meetings.

Thus, while I can appreciate and respect the position of my colleagues
who believe that no further hearings in this matter are either required
or appropriate, I believe that the path they have chosen is unwise and
ill-advised.

All Comissioners agree that there would be sittle point to the Co
mission now interfering with the Licensing Board's final consideration
of the Dieckamp nailgran and training issues. The Board is certainly

aware of the need to expedite its decision on these matters, to the
extent possible. I also agree that further hearings should be held in

j
the Hartman natter, although I do not believe that any useful purpose was
served by the Comission specifying that such hearings be held outside
the scope of the restart proceeding. In addition, I agree with the
majority that elementary concepts of fairness require that we issue a

. .

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . ..
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forr.a1 opportunity for hearing to Mr. Husted prior to removing him fron

'

his supervisory position.

As for the other matters at issue, I depart from the position taken by
the majority. It is true that the Commission has broad authority to
decide which of these issues must be resolved in an adjudicatory format.
Shortly after the TMI accident, the Comission announced that
adjudicatory hearings would be convened on the issues raised by the
accident. In my view, that was a purely discretionary decision by the
Commission.

Since that decision, the Commission has proceeded to conduct off-the-

record informal reviews of a number of THI-related matters. Such reviews
arguably also fall within the broad discretionary privilege of the
Commission on a matter which is, after all, an enforcement proceeding
undtr standard Comission procedure.

Nevertheless,. in this case I believe that the Commission must exercise
extraordinary diligence and perseverence to see that, insofar as is
possible and appropriate within its special purview, it has provided the
public with a complete record of the facts and events associated with the
TMI accident and its aftermath, so that all reasonable public concerns
and questions with respect to the long and troubled history of the TMI
facilities may finally be laid to rest. There is therefore a strong, and
I believe decisive, public policy value in full public hearings on all
significant issues related to THI-1 restart.

While further hearings may not be required as a legal matter on any
remaining issues, policy considerations thus lead me to conclude that
three outstanding matters deserve special consideration by the
Commission: 1) The Staff's likely change of position; 2) The Parks
allegations; and 3) TMI-1 leak rates.

As to the Staff's likely change of position, I agree that a case can be
made that the four instances which are cited by the Staff are or will be
resolved by one or more of the following: 1) the now-completed training

_
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hearings; 2) a further hearing of appropriate scope on the Hartnan
matter; and 3) the fact that the individuals directly involved in false
statements on the NOV are no longer associated with TMI-1. However, if

the four instances discussed by the Staff are considered not in
isolation, but as a pattern of activity which night have had a
significant impact on the Licensing Board's decision, an integrated
picture of all elements involved in this issue is of significant public
policy importance. I therefore would support the holding of further
hearings on the overall pattern of conduct cited in NUREG-0680,

# Supplement 5.
,

In the matter of the Parks allegations, as I understand it, Mr. Parks'
assertions that he was harassed have been substantiated by the Department

of Labor investigation. Although neither Mr. Arnold nor any of his
in-line superiors at GPU who could have played a direct role in this
incident are today associated with TMI-1,1 sound public policy again

suggests that the test of cross examination in a hearing be applied to
determine whether the DOL investigation is indeed dispositive of this

matter.

Concerning TMI-1 leak rates, the Appeal Board thought this issue
sufficiently important to re.ond the issue to the Licensing Board in
ALAB-772. Extensive information available to the Commission (but not
part of the now three-year-old Licensing Board record) indicates no
motive for or verifiable pattern of such falsification at THI-1.
Nevertheless, in this circumstance the Commission should seek to be
responsive to the Appeal Board's remand. On balance there# ore, I would

support an adjudicatory test of the off-the-record information considered
by the Commission concerning THI-1 leak rates.

1 Although Mr. Dieckamp remains on the Board of Directors of GPU
Nuclear, he is no longer involved with the day to day operations of
THI-1.
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Finally, it is important to emphasize ',nat I am under no illusion that
the Comission might somehow, by cc.ivening further hearings on some or
all of the issues which I have identified, satisfy all those who might
oppose eventual operation of this facility. Rather, given the age of the
record in this case and the significant off-the-record infomation on
which the Comission would have to rely were restart to be authorized, I
believe that the vast majority of the public will be far better able to
understand and concur in whatever judgment the Comission finally makes
in this matter if the Comission makes every reasonable effort to assure

- a thorough airing of all essential infonnation considered by the
Commission.
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Separate Statement
of

Chairman Palladino and Commissioners Roberts and Zech ,

Our judgment on where the public interest lies regarding the
necessity and-value of additional formal adjudicatory hearings

in this proceeding is just opposite that of our two dissenting

colleagues. While~we certainly respect their views, we believe

it useful to summarize briefly the reasons for our position in

that regard.;

.

At.this, point in this prolonged proceeding, our task is to

determine whether there are any remaining significant disputed
.

issues of. fact relevant to the resolution of the 1979 order
a

which immediately suspended the license to operate TMI-1. As a

4

matter of its discretion, the Commission in 1979 also decided
,

to hold adjudicatory hearings, in which interested members of

the public were allowed to participate, on the immediately [
effective suspension order. In the almost six years which have

passed since the immediately effective suspension order,

exhaustive adjudicatory proceedings have been conducted. We

need not be apologetic to anyone on the efforts this agency has

made over these six years to have identified and adjudicated

all' relevant significant. disputed issues of fact in this

proceeding. Last September, we gave all of the interested

parties the opportunity to inform us of their views on any
specific factual issues which remain in dispute. Those

.

-~.y -.--, . -, ,--- ....-w-. ,- .. .___ . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ -
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responses together with our own review of the issues in this

proceeding are the basis for our conclusion that, except as

noted in our memorandum and order, no further adjudicatory

hearings are warranted to resolve significant facts which

remain in dispute in this proceeding and which are needed for a

final decision on the suspension order. Without such factual

issues to be resolved, further adjudicatory hearings would

, serve no proper and useful purpose. For whatever other reason

they may be desirable, holding " trials" when none are required

is not, in our judgment, a responsible regulatory action.

We are aware of the understandable and proper interest of the

citizens of the Commonwealth in this matter. We support

complete, candid, and open communications with them at all

times regarding all matters relating to safety at the plant.

We do not believe, however, that holding unwarranted formal

adjudicatory hearings would best serve the legitimate purpose

of having the public fully informed on such matters.

The fundamental issue before us is whether the record now

available is adequate for us to reach a judgment on the

competence and integrity of the present THI-1 management and

organization to operate the plant with reasonable assurance

that the public health and safety is protected. In reviewing

this matter, we have carefully considered whether, on the basis

of our own evaluations, and on the basis of the parties'
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responses to our September 11, 1984 order, additional disputed
factual matters need to be resolved in adjudicatory

proceedings. We have concluded that there are none, other than

as indicated in our memorandum and order. Under these

circumstances, we simply cannot agree either that it would

serve the public interest, or that it would otherwise be sound

regulatory policy for us to perpetuate the formal adjudicatory

process which the Commission initiated as a discretionary
matter in 1979 to assist it in making a decision on the

immediately affective suspension order. The formal decisions

which have been rendered to resolve a variety of issues in this

proceeding demonstrate that the objectives of developing a full

record for the resolution of contested issues has been met.
There is no further purpose to be served by still another round

of adjudicatory hearings. We must move on to consider a

decision, one way or the other, on the continuing justification
for the immediately effective suspension order. Under these

) ci,rcumstances, at this stage of the proceeding, it is our ,

judgment that neither our regulatory responsibilities nor the
public interest justify our acting otherwise on the question of
holding further adjudicatory hearings.

Although the foregoing gives the fundamental basis for the
differences between the majority and the dissenting opinions on

the need for further adjudicatory hearings, we wish to respond

briefly to certain specific points raised by the dissenting

_ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ .____ .___- -__ _
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opinions. Our detailed rationale on the issues raised by the

dissenters is, of course, set forth in our memorandum and

order.

The Staff's Change in Position.

The staff's assertion of its likely change of position rested

on allegedly new information about four items. Our memorandum

and order analyzes each item and concludes that none presents a

significant safety issue for the operation of TMI-1. It also

points out that two of the items have been or will be the
,

l

subject of full board proceedings and that the remaining two
items hold no continuing significance to TMI-1 operation.

Commissioner Asselstine's characterization of the staff's
change in position is fundamentally inaccurate in two important

respects. First, the staff did not change its position on the

competence and integrity of the licensee's current management.

It stated that a pattern of activity which occurred prior to

and shortly after the accident "would likely have resulted in a
conclusion by the staff that the licensee had not met che

standard of reasonable assurance This referred to"
. . .

Met-Ed's organization prior to and shortly after the accident.
Second, the staff took a position on the adequacy of the

successor organization, GPU Nuclear, and evaluated and

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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revalidated its acceptability. The adequacy of GPU Nuclear has

been litigated.

Qe Allegation of Leak Rate Falsification at TMI-l and TMI-2.

With regard to the allegations of leak data falsification at

TMI-1, the memorandum and order notes that a thorough

investigation of the allegations concluded that there was no

reason to falsify leak rate test results at TMI-1. The order

also notes that a detailed NRC review of the test results
themselves evidenced no pattern of deliberate falsification.

The memorandum and order's analysis of the Hartman allegations

of falsifications at TMI-2 points out the U.S. Attorney's

statement, in the course of the proceedings on plea and

sentencing, that "the evidence presented to the grand jury and

developed by the United States Attorney does not indicate that

any of the following persons participated in, directed,

condoned or was aware of the acts or omissions that are the
,

subject of the indictment. And they are William G. Kuhns,

1! The order concludes that KuhnsHerman M. Dieckamp . .

and Dieckamp should not be deemed responsibin for leak rate

falsification solely by virtue of their corporate position or

1/ n,mniasioner Asselstine is wrong to dismiss the U.S. Attorney's
statement because of the different standards that apply to criminal
violations. The quoted U.S. Attorney's statenent is not couched
in terms of the criminal standard.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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their lack of awareness of falsification. We also found that,
[
l-

in view of our office of Investigations' conclusions, it is

highly unlikely that Michael Ross knew of or was involved in
leak rate falsifications at TMI-2, and that his continued

presence at TMI-l doec not raise a safety concern.

The order further notes that no other person involved in the

TMI-2 operations during the period of, leak rate falsification
would be employed in a responsible management or operational

position at TMI-l without prior Commission approval.

Commissioner Asselstine's characterization of why the majority

chose to approve a hearing on TMI-2 leak rate falsification
outside the restart proceeding is inaccurate and misleading.

.He has inappropriately and incorrectly. attributed motives to

the majority which have no b' earing on the real reasons for our

decision. The majority was concerned that the TMI-2 leak rete

issue would have inadequate public disclosure and that thora

individuals who are believed to have been involved would never
be identified as culpable or 6 onerated, as appropriate. For

the reasons stated in the memorandum and order, that purpose

clearly has nothing to do with the TMI-l restart proceeding.

The Parks flatter

The Commission memorandum and order notes that there has been

r.o showing of a widespread pattern of discrimination, that the

-. ..

____-___- _ -__ - _ . _ _ _ _ _-_ _
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acts of harassment and intimidation involved TMI-2 activities
(not TMI-1), that the major GPUN official involved is no longer

asociated either with GPUN or TMI-l activities, and that GPUN

has adopted clear policies to prevent future acts of harassment

or intimidation.
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